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The Chinafication of 
By Ryan Daley & Peter Connors-
Archway Staff Chinese author and artist Wu Huan gave a talk: #My Famillr My Art: Wu 
Family in Chinese Arl. '1 Just last week China has recently become the ob- Michael Tatelman gave a talk "Rebirth 
session of Bryant University, or so it of an Icon: Motorola's Success in 
seems with the countless programs, Asia." 
institutes, and artifacts brought to In mid-April, Bryant University 
campus. and Brown University's Watson Insti-
In 1999, the first group of Bryant tute for International Studies co-spon~ 
students made the excursion to China sored flThe Rise of the New Asian 
through the China Explorers program. Giants: Adaptive Strategies in the 
In 200S, the U.S. China Institute World Economy," a two-day coruer-
(USCJ) was founded by Dr. Hong ence focused on the ascel1S1on of 
Yang, Associate Professor of Envl!on- China and India as major world pow-
mental Studies to "forge academic, ers and. eXp'loring responses. to trade 
business, and cultural partnerships expansIOn ill Chfua and Inciia, 
between Bryant University and higher Some 2004 summer orientation at-
learning institutions, business enter- tendees even had the pleasure of first 
prises, and povernmental offices in meeting President MaCht.ley through China.
1I 
Its mtended purpose is con- the media wall in the Grana Hall 01 
neeting Bryant University with Chi- the Bello center - broadcast from his 
nese academic and business trip to China~ Du~ his lOOp State of 
institutions. the University address, Machtl.ey .. 
The usa brings several academic wore Chinese clothing on stage and 
and educational programs to Bryant. has appeared on the Bryant televiSion 
Academic programs include The Ling- channel in similar garments. 
nan Founaation Student Exchange The Intercultural Center, Multicul-
Program which brings students from tural Student Union, and International 
both countries togetfier to learn social, Student Organization even moved 
ethicaL and environmental responsi- Asian/Pacific American Heritage 
bilities of international corporations. Month early to A£ril when it is tradi-
The Extended Summer Study in China tionally celebratea in May. 
invites American students to Uconduct Physical manifestations of B:r.vant's 
short-term Chinese language and cul- Chinese orientation also abo1llld. The 
ture studies in Chinese universities. It most recent of these is. the 'construc~ 
Joint degree programs and faculty vis- tion of small rock gct!'de~ near tJ.:e 
its to Chlna are also offered by the In- north side of the rugby fields adjacent 
stitute. to the loop road. The rock garden con-
The USCI offers business pr.ograms tams several dawn redwood 
including consulting and trammg pro- seedlings. A nearby drainage pipe's 
grams, trade missions to China, round stream flow was dIrected into this 
table conferences, and business rock arrangement for the pl~ting ~f 
matchmakings for New England busi- the seedlings. A large stone dISplayxng 
nesses and ilieir Chinese counterpa!fs. a marble plaque lies at the center of 
The establishment of the COnfuCIUS this garden. The plaque describes the 
Institute at Bryant is also in the works dawn redwoods, alluding to their ?it-
and in 2007 Bryant will be the first to ically endangered.~~. -The.~ec:tes 
host the Confucius exhibit, a national was ~ought to ~.~~tinct uptil a st~d 
exhibit of rare Confucius artifacts was dIScovered ~~ 1940 s allowmg 
from China's Shandong Province for planting eff0ttB,tOl'ecover the 
slated to tour in nine major U.S. cities dawn redwoodpoP1l:1ation. Brian Brit-
in 2008. ton, Assistant Vf~~President of Cam-
A China Seminar Series has been pus Management', said that the tre.es 
set up to host monthly speakers an~ were gonated by the ,people of China. 
presentations On China-related !OplCS The on-campus planting was hosted 
ranging from contemporary Chinese by Bryant and Yale University 
popular culture and film to techno!.. throu~h the U.S.-China Institute with 
ogy, and also seminars on tapping the a dedlcation ceremony which took 
C1iinese market. In March, renowned ~ 
place on August 
7th 2006. 
As of last 
week, two small 
Chinese statutes 
can be seen on 
the table in the 
waiting area of 
Machtlevs outer 
office. These 
diminuUvellew 
members of the 
campus commu-
mi:tyardved as a 
result of the Pres .. 
ident's fall visit to 
China. The stat ... 
ues are scaled 
down representa~ 
nons of the terra-
cotta BQldiexs 
found::ln the Ii-
,brary.enttyway. 
-·10 see· them fur 
yourself, visit the 
President's outer 
office on the top 
floor of Admims-
tration Hall in the 
Unistructure. 
Of particular 
interest .. a new 
~~~ 
rectural style may 
be slated for con .. 
struction in the In 2005, 
near future. Spec- riors whicn 
ulations abound 
as to its proposed 
location, with rumors rar\gn:lg,~ 
Hassenfeld Common to 
previously described dawn 
garden. 
Finally, any discussion of 
representation on carnpl1S 
plete without a COIlSiclerji:tt}cm 
terracotta walTIlcYrs gmrrding 
way to the library. 
reconstructions0£the . H~]:1'a(:o 
Army found in Xif~ China. 
inals on which these statutes 
are noted for their indi 
fig scientists to believe 
modeled on an actual, 
The human models which 
army replicates. wer~ the arm~ 
Qin emperor Qm Shi Huangdi, ruler 
Rock-Paper-Scissors .•• ,~hooting for a cau,se 
David N~~gan . 
StaffW~er 
Rock, pa.p·er,scissors,~1t.o(Jt /o,r aca.usewas 
the theme in thllmain gym last Tue~d:4:Jltl.i!the 
Student-A.thl.ete Adviso~. CounCilpu.t~~~~~5k 
;~.PJl:lIer scis$o"rs contest fOz~'~~~4-Mt!tke aJ'VI~};£c;;.:.;?~~: 
Foundation. The student itthlete~-'1Af}v~alr~.~~~_ 
raised over $2,000 and were hopi1t~f01t.te.e-t;fi~rl 
,g(f)fJjl of $3,OO{ to not onlylte·lp:the ch:att1PY but 
. raise more monpy than Bentley College. . ' 
~. Anyon~;:Y':~$.'lf~l~():me to e1!ter:the 
only a do·llltf:a:nif~uld P"j:J'jfi>~IHg;,T'nj~£; 
event evefJ{~fl't1'te they Zostlor U::··riI.' UUI~" 
lar. The e~~ ~~tarte.d at .W1. 
to get the:~' ..~.;'rtn~b~ 8;;JfltJtn •. :i1 
with the mqjt'Wi~~,,~ou "fl.iy:rfl· 
eling semi~ii1:J:als with 
winner and;'fflnner-
,~ .~' 
)f'·· 
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Sign up today for 
your post Bryant 
email address 
By Neil Parrott 
Staff Writer 
Everyone becomes so adapted to their 
/.f@bryantU email address~ Students use this email 
system ~o~ their school and personal lives. For 
sChool, It,lB "USed to contact tea~ers and/or peers; 
as for personal use, students gIve this emaif ad~ 
dress to'~~~esses as a means of contact. Despite 
the fact that~. student is easily found in this 
system, ~~th~r the,Y hav, e graduated or notl 
Bryant ~2Verslty ~ deve~oped a new e-mail 
program tor graduating semors, "which has been 
lmplementea to keep ffie graduates in touch with 
eaCh. other and their alma mater. IlEeing a Bryant 
studen~ we"al\~ayslike to know everything that is 
happerung, sard Amr Zawawi, chair of the senior 
class gift committee and student intern in the 
~~umni Relations office. lithe !lew email system 
WIll help enhance OUI ,connection with the Bryant 
comm~ty and keep us updated/' he said. The 
al~rr:ru email acco~t is thIough Microsoft and 
WIll mclude features like: 
- 2 GB inbO'x and 10mb attachments 
- Test, Voice and Video ccilling 
- Blogs, shared calenders 
- Mobile e-mail" messaging and custom 
alerts 
The class of 2007 had up to April 30 to sign-up 
for an alumni email addreSs. This process was 
done ?y g~g o~to ~annel' ~d selecting "Alumni 
E-Mail RegIstration. Once this process was over, 
~,he a~count has becomeactlya.teo on May 4. 
While ";Ve hOp'e th .. at Bryant seniors will sta,y: in 
touch WIth then friends and classmates via their 
alumni email, ~er~ are-real ad"?,antages after they 
gradua~e to mamtam an open link for communica-
tions WIth Bryant," Robin Warde, executive direc-
tor of Alumru Relations. 
To use th~ alumni em~ sy~te~, go to 
www.hotmail.comandclicksign-m.Using the 
new alumni e-mail address and temporary pass-
word, banner. ID, will allow access to the account. 
From here, the account is completely flexible and 
highly customizable. The e-mcill system will im-
prove th~ ~ ~etween Bryant's growing popula-
tion of distinguIshed alumni and the smool. It is 
hoped that all future graduates will embrace this 
email system, and use the features that are offered. 
Summer Fitness 
By Carlos Ramos 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
With summer just around the comer it is im-
portant to keep a nice body image that people can 
admire. I wanted to find out wliat I needed to get 
fit for the summer, so I turned to my avid body 
buildinf; friends, Jason Dodier and Mike Detuzzi, 
for adVIce on what are importC¥lt workout tech-
niques to get into shape. , ' 
The first part of the body that I wanteCl to "V:prk 
on was my Tack of abs, so Tasked Jason and~, 
"What are some good workouts for de~0pmg ~ 
and tonine; uE the abdomina1s?" ~, • ""'::.< 
"By domg hanging leg raises people can get the 
abs they want/' said Jason Dodier, a sophomore 
ill major. "Other techniques that work would be 
six second abdominal crunches and intercostals." 
By doing hanging leg raises one not only tight-
ens the arms and workS the legs, but flexes the 
abs. By doin~ six second abs, so to speak, your 
upper body nses slowly, letting your abdomen to 
feel more of a bum. To make this six second abs 
workout more effident~Oll;e can use a dumb bell 
that will help to dela;:wtl1~ time it takesJor your 
upperh~~y ,to m~e)LcGinElete cri:m~ If one 
wants:to$Wltci). thing&UP, thEo/ can do mtercostal 
torso workoUts by ti\oving,.eii:,her yo"!r upp~r body 
from side to side Q~ yourIegs from SIde to SIde, 
To continue ~thls!l,ewbody image remake I de-
cidedtq'ir1qutre"~~llt:how to g~t ton~d up arms. 
"Lo~ l!Jlefitiono£~he~vy', w~ghts IS the b~st 
. way to adtieve 'better;amlS, saId Jason D<?dier. 
"Not amy c~smetone·~Fand.;b-gll< up this way, 
but by consunUngg~d;fopds,every couple of 
hours one, can remain :Qe~Jthy." 
Eating healtllr . 'b$~e,~n breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner~' ' . ";ah~aJ.thy ap-
p~te, so that on~·:. "_, .~xcessively during 
m~~~ B , .. cQns'!lffiIDg·sna~,~uE;h~a~ frltit cups, 
org .. ::t ~~F·ml~,£fm;"whit~~. I found 
00 ",,\!~~y()ie'fr9m,,our plate, 
you @.mghCholesfero1'"and that e-a:tingihe'c 
whites.ispI 9tein. 
Now to tone up the legs they recommend the 
"Ass to GtaSS" swat routine. While working with 
the swat tn{t~e, you. must ~wa~ as cl~se to the 
floor as poss~1?ler~~ating a high mtenslty bum. 
I wantea:to Imow what are some good,sugges-
tions Whel1fe~g breakfast, lunchr and dinner, so 
Continued on page 13 
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Bryant hosts Special Olympics Sunday 
By Taryn Beaudoin 
Staff Writer 
Or.Sundaz May 6thl B~t wiJil Ix: holding the 
Northern Rho<le Island S:eeCIal OlymPICS event,for, 
t!'e 27fu year. The event ~ take place on the athletic 
fi~lds. O~g ceremonies 'will oegin at 8:30am and 
~ ~ontinue thr'Oughout the day until closing cere-
mox,ues at 4pm. The Department of Public Safety will ~gm the games hy runningthe torch up the sta-
dlum. From there, an athlete will be chosen to bring 
the torch onto the fields to begin the games. 
. There are over 40~ athletes who are participating 
m the games .. They will comyete 
in avari~ of activities that m-
dude relay racesJ the high P:tl'll:P 
tP.e long jump, the softb,an thro~, 
! ~d the shot put. Awards will be 
: gwen at the end of the day for 
, those athletes that excelled in their 
designated events. 
There will also be a lot of :fun 
actiVities taking :elace throughout 
the day. There Will be a COOKout 
wi.ili hot dogs, hamburgers, and 
drinks. The aance team will also 
be performing at the day of the 
games. Along with them, the £00, t-
ball team as well as other OIQ:m\Jlza-
Hons will be putting on various 
demonstrations for the athletes. 
Wj:th th~ demonstratioTISrthere 
will' also be an., Olympic Town tent 
that 'will hold other fun activitieS 
for the athletes. These include 
kites, bubbles, fiisbees, snow 
cones, and other coloring activi-
ties. 
Josep~ Gallot, Brian Ford, and BrittneyBlater. C'This 
comnuttee has really stepped it up since coming to-
gether in earlJ Februaryrf f states Brian Ford, uilieir 
hard work and dedication has brought great success 
, and impTOveJ?ent ~othe Special Olymp1~J~~g,tam.l 
-am really ~C1ted to see thIs success put to action on 
Sunday dunng the games:" ' . 
_ Volunteers are sllil wanted for the day of the 
g~es. Over 120 hC:'lve aIr.e, .ady signed uR to help. 
Shifts are from 7:30-11:45am or 12-4pm. Please come 
volunteer your time and $ow your support for i:\ 
great event. To volunteer, please contact Karl Snow 
at ksnow@bryant.edu. Let the games begin! 
. "The. Special Olympi~ com-
mlttee has worked very hard over 
the paSt few months to put a suc-
cessful and interactive event. The 
c~mmittee was lead by students 
Courtesy Of(;,m/VI~tally.Ri~8tJQnS 
A group of participants from last year's Special Olyrnpi~CS 
pose with Bryant stUdent volunteers. " 
! Name: Sara and Lisa Gyllstrom 
Class of: 2007 " 
University: Accademia ItaHana 
Location: Rome, Italy 
Parbner:llrcadia 
Semester Abroad: SPring 106 
Duration: January 7th until May 21st 
Reason for going: 
The main reason we decided to"study abroad was to 
experience a different culture and travel throughout 
EuroJ.le. Studying in Rome offer¢ so much hiStory 
and It really appealed to us. Also, we wanted a 
change grom the Bryant scene and to study in a big 
¢ity. We both wanted to experience something new 
ana to get'~way from the small Bryant atmosphere. 
'Bestexp;dence!memory: 
Jhe besfmemory we have is when we first 
went to the Vatican City. You hear so 
much about it but when you actually see it 
in front of you it's amazing. People trav .. 
eled from everywhere to come see the Vat-
ican because of its beauty. 
Funny cultural experience: 
'
A funny cUltural experiencethat~ 
happened was when Lisa was sick and we 
went to the pharmacy to get some medi-
cine. In Italy you have to go and talk to a 
pharmacists to get any type of Dayquil 
We thought we explained that she.l).eeded 
medicine for the oay tim~ but he gave us 
medicine for night time. So Lisa was very 
. sleepy and ended up falling asle. ep during 
class and had to go home early. 
How was the school different from 
Bry;ant University? 
Accade.miaJtaliana was very different 
from Bryant University. There were only 
abont·:fifty ~tudents and about five class-
rooms. A1s~, OUI schoolhad no campus 
and it was :in1:he heart of Rome~,~pr0-
fess0Fs were all Italian so~EngH&;~uws 
their seconp,language. Our claS~ee,\¥~~!~ 
mGstly: ba~d Qri thehistoryof ~~ec~d,' 
fqr-oUI cla~r60m sessions we woliift~ -
travel aroun.d Rome going to diffeient ~ 
museums, 
How did this ~erience chang~;;'Yon?" 
The experience nelped us openoUr eyes 
to a different culture because we were ex-
posed to a language we did not know and 
surrounded by people that valued differ-
ent things than m tfie American culture. 
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To pump or not to pump on May 15 
san'll' rate as demand. In 
price of llUde, an input in 
nnn of gas has been stt:~adily By Ryan P. Daley Archway Staff 
Dont[sic] pump gas on may IS!! 
April 1997, there was a "gas out" con-
ducted nationwide in protest of gas prices. 
Gasol~ne prices dropped 30 cents a gallon 
ovenught. 
On May 15th 2007, all jacebook mem-
bers are to not go to a gas station in 
protest of high 8as prices. Gas is now over 
$3.00 a gallon In most places. 
The average car takes about 30 to 40 
dollars to fill up and 50 for the average 
suv. If all facebook 1nembers did not go to 
the pump on the 15th, it would possibly 
take $2,200,000,000.00 (thafs BILLION) 
~ut of the oil comparLYs[sic] pockets (or 
Just one day, 50 please do not go to tIre gas 
statiop on May 15th and lets try to put a 
dent m the Mlddle Eastern and Canadian 
oil industries for at least one day. 
Chain e-mails and MySpace and 
Facebook ~oups have recently 
campaigP:ed, allegiEj; a "Gas OutIF 
on May 15, 2007 Wilrforce ga_soline 
prices to drop U ovemight."lhe 
movement assumes dnvers fill up 
with gasoline every day, and false1y 
claims that a J/Gas OUt" conductea 
in April, 1997 was successful, let 
alone even existed. I spoke with 
Economics Professor Laurie Bates 
to find out the real deal about "gas 
outs" and their effect on the price 
of gas. 
Have you heard of the May 15, 2007 
"Gas Out," which will ostensibly 
force gas prices to decline 
1/ overniJd\fl? 
II No.1 do recall that there was an-
other planned' gas out' like this about 
6 months ago . .Ii.. colleague of mine 
asked me what I thought about it." 
Does economic theory support the 
IIGas Out" and its intendea effect on 
gas prices? 
II Economic theory does 
not support I gas Qutl).' Un-
less you are permanently 
going to ride your bike to 
worK, you will need to buy 
gas. E~onomic theory tells us 
that the demand for gas is 
relatively inelastic. We may 
consolidate trips but there is 
not getting around having to 
get ourselves to work. Mass 
transit would be a viable op-
tion but most Americans are 
reluctant to get out of their 
beloved cars." 
Is there a better way to re-
duce gas prices, either eco-
nomiCally or socially? (For 
example, recycling petro-
leum based products, more 
efficient engines, public 
transportation, etc.) 
IiUnpopular as this may 
sound, lower gas Rrices is 
not the way to go. My advice 
is to increase the tax on gaso-
line to levels similar to Eu-
rope. As you may know, the 
pnce of a gaIlon of gascin Eu-
rope is $7.001 If the price of 
gasoline increased to its true 
social cost" including the po-
tential damag. es from green-
house gas emissions, there 
would be incentives on both 
the supply and demand side 
of the market·to reduce the prices. 
consumption of gasoline. 
Consumers would shift to more fuel 
efficient vehicles, producers would 
produce more fuel efficient vehicles 
and also be more aggressive at deve1 .. 
oping vehicles that run on altemative 
fUels. As a result, there would be less 
dependence on foreign oil and less 
greenhouse gas emissions." 
What fadors are behind the increase 
in ~s pri'Ces? {The forces of supply and demand 
are behind the increase in gas prices. 
Surprisingly to manrs the real price of 
g~soline.was higher in 1981 at 
$3.22/gallon than it is today. 
In a nutshell, demand is increasing 
signi..fi:cantly due to the economic 
growth in China and India. At the 
same time, supply is decreas~ as re-
fining capacity 18 not increasing at the 
ing.t< . 
What can you say about the 
profits reported by the oil 
nies? 
n Exxon reRtnte<l net ' 
billion in the first quarter 
From this they s~nt $4.3 
capital and exph:}ration 
pIe don't seem to ~alize 
parnes are like any other 
enterprise. TIley have 
lean vears. Thev face 
risk. The market must 
oil companies nt..~d to 
profits that will guarantee a 
GUS s~pply of energy to fuel 
groWIng economy. 
Laurie Bates is a Pnife?sor of bconcm'tic 
at Bryant Uni'l1ersity in Smithfield, RI. 
CORRECTIONS FROM APRJl27,2007: 
... Ronzio'sin the new resfdencehall will be accepting points, 
dining dollars 
- We would like to apologize for the editing error in the 
Silence article which appeared on page 3. The article 
duplicated and we are sorry for any confusion. 
The tradition conti 
26th Annual 
Special Olympi 
(~~ 
Sunday, May 6th 
Volunteers 
Apartment for Rent 
$400 -1 room for rent in a 3 
bedroom apartment 
utilities included! ' 
Call for pictures or more 
info 
(401)789-7700 
available NOW!!! 
$1350 for 3-4 
apartments in 
near bus route) 
Call for .......... -. .. u 
(401 
availa 
The Archway: A year in review 
pageS 
By Brigit Clancy 
Assitant Variety Editor 
Each issue of The Archway is dedi-
cuted to providing BrviUles cUrrent 
stude~tsJ tea~hersl administration, 
alumni, and. mterested community 
members wlth.the reporting of factual 
new~J sports, and events. The yaper als~) mcludes students :persona obser-
vations and opinions VItal to a well in-
for.r:ned campus. It contains students' 
reVIews of movies, concerts, plays, 
and restaurants as well. Through the 
ha!d work and commitment from its 
edl!ors ar:d. ~riters, The Archway has, 
a~ times, lIUtiated numerous discus-
SIOns and thought-provoking debates 
across the campus, which were 
bro~ght.~boutby an occasional dis-
senting VIew. In every sense it has 
brought thoughtful insights to the 
multifaceted groups that are bound by 
!heir quest for unity and understand-
mg. The Archway has had a year to re-
member. 
This year on The Archway has 
been very Significant in terms of its 
growth compared to years past. "'This 
ye:n-, TI~ Ar~hway has transformed," 
~rud Editor-m-Cliief Lauren Cimino. 
We have a fairly full staff and pro-
duce a weekly 16 page newspaper, a 
fe~t nev~r expectea to be accom-
plished m past years. Our staff is also 
very dedicated this year, so much so 
that they often put working on the 
newspaper before being a student. HI 
coul~ cliange one. thing about this. 
year, It would be mcreasing the num-
ber of staff writers. Without their con-
tributions, it gets difficult to put 
together a newspaper every week; for-
tunately, the wnters we do have are 
very dedicated~1/ 
Throughout the year, there have 
been a numoer of controversial arti-
cles that have had readers reeling. 
Cimino commented, "For mel as edi-
tor, the most controversial time was in 
the first semester when deciding on 
the 'Timeline.,.' piece which diS-
cussed BSA, SenioT'Q'aSS Gift; and the 
Young Alumni Trustee. Overall, rm 
glad r printed it and collaborated with 
so many students and organizations 
on it; it was certainly a Riece that 
needed to be shared with the commu-
nity and the controversy that came 
with it was well worth it." 
Meagan Sage, the Advisor of The 
Archway said, ''I'm not sure that one 
particular controversy or article comes 
to mind, but the name 'Brian 
Kennedy' certainly does. I received 
VANDAUSM (SCHOOL) Vandalism 
(School Building) APR 23 2007~Monday at 
08:39 . 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summ~: A report that a door closing 
device had been vandalized. 
ACODENT (MV A) Motor Vehicle Acci-
dent APR 242007 -Tuesdayat 11:02 
Location: WELLNESS CENTER CIRCLE 
PARKING 
Summru:y: A traffic accident with no in-
juries. 
ACOPENT (MVA) Motor Vehicle Acci-
dent APR 24 2007-Tuesday at 12:11 
Location: COMMUTER PARKING LOT 
Summary: A report ofa parked vehicle 
hit. 
VANDALISM (SCHOOL) Vandalism 
(School Building) APR 25 2007 -Wednes-
day at09:41; 
Location: UNISTRUCfURE 
Summary: A report of damage to an 
audio visual aid in a classroom. 
VANDALISM (SCHOOL) Vandalism 
(Schoollluilrling) APR 25 2007-Wednes-
dayafOO:24 LOCatiore TOWNHOUSE 
S~;Areported broken window. 
'A) Motor Vehicle Acci-
200.; ... .. ,.'Z.:~'I'h.prs. day at. 20:26 
: WNH0USE LOT 
,. ·:Qfa motor vehicle ac-
~use Ckcle. No in-
many angry phone calls, emaiIs, and 
comments from· facul~ staffJ and stu-
dents alike who did not agree with 
Brian's ,:rticles. Although I did not . 
agz:ee ~Ith most of them eitherr e.sPe-
oally hi~ am,cle. on gay rights, I do 
~gree WIth hIS nght to share his opin-
IOns, and commend him for having 
the courage to write them, and also 
commend'the many students and staff 
who wrote to either sUFport or, in 
more cases, challenge hlm.lI 
. So what exactly does the Editor-
m-Chief believe is the general£~.: _ ." 
back of The Archway? "We've raCelv~ 
a lot of good feedback on the n~t\t:' 
Prer this year," commented Cllnino. 
rsetween layout changes and content 
I think we have a lot more respect on " 
c~pas. Also, I think s tud en .. tsappre-
cate the fact that we are pushing the' 
envelope a little more thiS year than in 
the past. A lot of the feedback is in re-
~onse !o pieces printed in the opin-
IOn section~ but tfLat's ~ected 
considering its content' 
Sage alSo commented on The Arch-
way's feedback. "'For the most partl 
people have been thrilled with the 
many improvements the newspaper 
staff have made to the paper this 
year," said Sage. "One of my closest 
friends, a Bryant alum, callea me one 
afternoon to commend the staff and 
me on a paper that! ~ his opiru ..on, has 
grown very much m Its quility over 
the years. People have certairily been 
reading it this year, from what I can 
tell, ana whetlier they are happy 
about a great concert review, or angry 
by an opinion article, The ArChway nas 
certainly facilitated conversation be-
tween faculty, staff, and students 
about issues on campus." , 
Sage believes that the feedback is 
both positive and negative. 'Most of 
the feedback I have received is posi-
tive, as people are proud of what The 
Archway has become. Some of the 
neg.alive feedback I have received has 
bee~r~g~ding. the fact that people do 
not be1iEMf staaenfs should be'able··to 
write sol:ll\~ .:QnaUyj~ 
, and e'Xtt'@:tfl'e' 'wrlte:>AS'r$e\~ 
explain over and over these people, 
our students have freedom of speech 
and are able to give their opinions on 
these topics and, as always, I encour-
age them to write to the editor and 
sfiare their opinions as well." 
As for the many years to come, 
Sage explained her goals for Thp,Arch-
way. "I do believe it is a goal of mine 
and of the editors to recruit more writ .... 
ers next year," said Sage. "I am also 
excited to have The Archway online 
VANDALISM (SCHOOL) Vandalism 
(School Building) APR 26 2007-Thursday 
at 23:04 . 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: Areported broken window. 
EMT CALL EMT Calli Medical Services 
Rendered APR 27 2007-Friday at 
10:17 
Location: UNISTRUCIURE 
Surn.D1.ary:: A report of a female feeling 
light headed. EMS was activated. 
.EIRE Fire (Building) APR 272007-
Friday at 16:37 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: RA called in a stuffed animal 
on fire in frontofa Residence Hall. 
TRESPASSING Trespassing On School 
GroundsAPR27 2007-Priday at 22:50 
Location: CULDESAC BY CORNER-
STONE PUB 
Summary: Two male nort~students were 
caught tryi:rtg to enter campus without the 
proper cli~-in. 
VANDALISM (scHOQL) yandaIism 
(School Building) APR 282007-Sahrrday 
at 03:02 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A report that sdmeone,'broke a 
mirror m a bathi:oom. 
Em CAl.L EMT CallI M~ca1 Services 
Rendered APRZS:2007-5aturday 
at 14:38 
locatiOn: RESIDENCE HALL 
S\llllll\aly. 4. rep9rt of studenU:~~ing $icl<. 
next year, as 
that was 
S~al 
accom-
plished this 
year as 
well.'1 
A year 
in review, 
accordihg to 
Lauren 
Cimino, Ed-
itor~in .. 
OU~and 
Meagan 
Sage, the 
Advisor of 
The 
Archway, il-
lustrates ' 
that The 
Archway has 
been a great 
success. 
Sage com-
mente<!, 
'The biggest 
high, fOr 
me, was 
watching 
the student 
Staff of The 
Archway 
work to-
~etherto 
mtprovethe 
paper 
~~~!iVed JfJe Domaney 
ba~ l:- At one of our more coni!'Oversialm.etlngs., Opinlon.EdltQ' ..... 
faculty, staff, Ryan D~ley found a condom In out candy bowl .... Weknew Ihe~ 
students, Women s Center moving next door would be,n adventure 
and ev~ this year. 
alumni, who .... 
are extremely impressed with the 
leaps and boundS The Archway has 
maae toward its· the 
~~?f.~·~~~$~~.~i~~ 
ani·.so.~ proud (if all qftne " 
students inv91ved witl:t~Th~ Arch/way," 
corrun~te4 Sage .. ''1 don~f~:peo.­
ple1fe~enow man~l;\~llr&g91tlt(l·· s 
,'>.lth,.· .. .e.. p ....... '. r.· ... &i.' .... ~ '.".ti, .••.•Cti .••......•.. ; ..• ·,· ..o ..... , .. n .... :.Q.'f. , ... e,., ...  aclt.':, ....  , ... 0.:.· .•••.•. is •.. :~~O~.' .... · .• 1'h ...... : ..•.. , .. 8 .•. ,......•...•..... ' ..•: ... ' •. · •... : ... ',.•..• '.:., ......  Arenw.- lhese st:\!d~ . ·:s();~ Y •• 
hattd bEk:~.theybe1[e, .. ..... ; e;:£ 
power of the media ana WElntto'OOI\"'" 
tinue sharing information with the 
campus community, and to get p~ople 
EMS was actiVated. 
EMT CALL EMT Call / Medical Services 
Rendered 'APR 28 2007-Saturday 
at 18:16 
Location: DISPATCH CENTER 
Summary: A student came to Dispatch 
complairiing of feeling .faint. EMS was ac-
tivated. 
EM]' CALL EMT CallI Medical Services 
Rendered .. APR 28 2007-Saturday 
at20!14 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A report of a male hit with 
bottle. EMS was activated. 
EMT CALL EMTeCall / Medical.Services 
Relldered APR28 2007-Saturday 
at 10:24 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Sununary: A reported head laceration. 
EMS was dispatChed. 
VA:NJ)AUSM VandalismAPR 28 2007-
Saturday at 22:55 __ . 
Location: CONSTRUCITON AREA 
Su:nmary; At:eporttha!~eco~ction . 
trailer stmrshadbeendisinantled. 
EM! CALL EMTCallIMedtcalServices 
Rendered ....• AP:R;282007-satw:day 
at 23:18 .. 
Location:.'}:'OWNHOIJSE 
SUtnm:ary:A~rt of a pexson with a 
laceration wright hand. 'EMS was acti-.-
vated. 
ASSAULT Assault and/or :Battery ,AJ'!R 
29 2007-Sundayat 00:45 
Location: REARACCESS ROAD 14, 15, 
16 
Summ~ A report ot.amale assa~ted_ 
SPD called to campus to make report. 
EM]' CALL EMf Call / Medical SeMces 
Rendered APR 29 2007"SWldayat 
02:05 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summ~: A reportC!lf a male with possi-
ble broken nose. EMS was activated. 
Vi\NDALISM •. (AUTO) Vandalism to 
.A,uto(S) APR 29 2007~Sunday at 17:00 
Location: . TOWNHOUSE 
Summary: A student repOrled--a sport 
mirror torn o£fa vehicle. ' 
BIAS INCrpENTS None reported 
To report a bias incident or hate crime, 
g., f!. to myw.b3J~t.~4u/bias or call the 
BlClS Incrdent ··otlIne at x6920 
Bias related~Qi4!!llt - atbreatened, at-
tempted, orc~iJt~leted action that ismo-
tiv~!~~~;y ~tg;()~ an~bias re~~ a 
p~n~s'~i!«Jti~~'Ved race, re~on, 
~'f~,~~:=:s~=:' ples:QfJh~mCJ:aeJltsmclude name 
~·off~i!~Iahguageiads, and 
graffitilbehaVlo£ ' 
Bias-is report~dmllJjf in~~ttbll're­
vealssuffi~~t;C)bi~ve facts to lead a: 
~IJ.~~~~-~d\mt~ .. con-d:lld~,tIlitllie «) .- ,..,samouwere 
-.otiva,Je~-.iJJ;'Wbtle·.;jn,p@lt,l~y .bias. 
- 0 .":. ~~-;_" -: - ,-+:Y;."",~,-_" .~_"~",_,::,,,,~,-,,,"~~<_ - . '-_ '-~ _ ,,~ 
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Bulldog Reviews: The Invisible 
By Michael Pickowicz 
Staff Columnist 
UThe Invisible" is 
riddled with unan-
swered questions, 
It's official: Today, the summer which lead me to 
movie madness has begun. With ask, 'rwhy on earth 
Spiderman 3 out, it is now the be- would they do 
gmning of the onslaught of big that?1I The simple 
bud~t flicks that wilf eventucilly answer here is that 
take the nine bucks right out of our it was done to in-
pockets. With that saia, some of crease sus~e. 
the movies last week may lose the Characters do stu-
recognition they deserve. I'm here pid things that no 
today to tell you if 'The Invisiblel1 one in their right 
is worth skippin!? a ride on the Spi- mind would ever 
derman hype tram. do, just for unneces-
UThe Irivisible" is a supematu- sary ~ to 
ral thriller about a high sChool stu- occur. Even the 
dent named Nick. Thi'ou~ a series death of the main 
of events, Nick is beat recilly badly character was a ntis-
and left for dead. When NiCk's soUl understanding that 
is left in limbo on earth, all he can the killer should 
do is sit back and watch :police try have realized right 
and track his body. That lS, until he off the bat. Once 
realizes that he may in fact have again, it just felt like 
control over his fate after learning lazy writ;ing. Even 
the person who left him for dead relationships that 
can actually hear him. seem important in 
From start to finish, the only the !llovfe never get 
way to describe uThe Invisible" is the closure that one 
dumb. The biggest problem with would think they 
this movie revolves around the deserve. It's almost 
main gimmick of being able to as if the creators 
walk around while your actual wanted you to for~ 
body is close to dying. The issue is get that those cer-
that the rules of this are never tain things 
clearly defined. At one pointl it happenea. 
would seem that Nick nas no con- Ifs really hard to find the posi-
trol over his actions, as he would tive in"The Invisible." It is in no 
throw something only to have it re- way unwatchable and at times I 
turn to its normal state. Then, he is did get into the moment of the sus-
apparently able to cause a noise pense but, in the end, it all felt like 
tfiat scares birds. I know that they a boring de.tective stoTY.With a 
may have been trying to say that . t a.dde tto sell it movie to 
animalBhave a six~se1lSe1 but'ic~ .! • ··c,~;~·: •...........•• " ~!~l~!~! :~~~~~::~~~ng,it·~'!;~~~~~=~a~.ttJ>~ 
just feels like the writers were get- pays off. nnte Invisible" is simply 
ting lazy and started making rules another movie ~at was a grea~ 
as they went along. idea on paper, With the execution 
Alan & SP~: The JoInt Ad¥enture 
O.A.R. rocks on Spring Weekend 
By Alan Watexs 
Sfaff Columnist 
G-reat'times,. H there is one thing I can say 
about S~g Weekend, it is that it was one hell of a 
time, and I was able to enjoym~lf, Sattu.'day nig!lt's 
concert was one I will remember for a while, whether 
it was the 20 crowd suriel's, or'll1ore importantly the 
terrifi ...c music put on by LU. do an.~ d .. , 0 ... ~A.R. My friends 
and I were able to J.tUtb our wayup to pretty much 
the front of the stage, and for meilwas the .Closest I 
have been to live music from<~ band m my 
whole li£$ .. M. 'usic is therapyt ............. ; .. ,and can a~ways put 
me in a good mood. Saturday~;l\.o exception; 
O.A.R was wonderful and put tID an awesome show 
for all the Btyant students.:. . 
I had the ple~,o£sittin,g and talkin~ WIth 
Jerry; .W. !J.\o .. pla.y ..... 5 sax .. op .. 'll;to.Ifl .......e.-an.' ... d._. ,Ri, .... Chard, who 15 on. lead 'guitar. They were the two m~st down to earth 
gu. ya 1, hhavetaIke ...d. WI .. all., ...•. _ M.;,.,.tm.:,., .  y tim,.,._ 'OO .... w ... : ..•....h.en you meet famous, ey ··e:a way a~outtl"lem, but not 
these guys;· .. ~ ra .. ,i~ to-ve neanng tiol!! fans and 
that is sometrun ..•.. g.a. :.~6f e.x·.:~1aands today nuss out on. 
Many peopie ll1'4Y know, ~d some may not, that O.A.R stands.ror€};fA Revolution, and together 
they have been pertorttting for o;ver 10 years now. 
When asked how they have managed to stay together 
for so long they said, Jlit is really tou~ sometimes but 
br.: respecting each other, you treat it like a marriage." 
Like they saia, it is not alwaxs the best of times but in 
the end, "you become a family." You can see that 
when they Eerform, because they all blend to create a 
single souna. and it makes the snow that much better. 
They. have played in front of major crowds before, 
some of their favorites include, Madison Square Gar-
den, Chicago House of Blues, Fox Theatre, and the 
State Theatre. -
Performing in front of Bryant and other col-
leges isbest described as "a clmlIenge, because you 
are in a different element of standirig room vs. seated 
theatre." The challenge was evident <luring t?e con-. 
cerl with all the body surfers, but,th~y ~lt to therr 
advantage and played off the crowd s exCl~ent, 
adding to the overall :per£~nnance. Something n,tany 
people do not realize IS that they: are more t1:uID Just 
musicians; they are performers that put on shows for 
thousands of fans. . 
Performing on the biggest assembled stagmg 
Bryant has ever used, O.A.R combine,C(old~d new 
songs with a sick light set up to put o~one kick-ass 
."CQ,tltlnued on page 8 
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Buon Alimento - Paragon Cafe 
By Phil Weiss 
and 
Michael Oliveri 
Staff Writers 
Did you ever wonder what din-
ing options were like for a RISD or 
Brown student? While this week's 
restaurant is not officially a com-
ponent of any schoors meal plan, 
It certainly is filled with a young 
college-aged crowd fulfilling their 
liberal appetites. We made yet an-
other trip to the East Side of Provi-
dence to Paragon Cafe, a well 
known lunch spot on Thayer 
Street. The food at Paragon fuses 
Italian, Greek, and claSSIC Ameri-
can all onto one menu for a lunch 
experience that you wish you 
could have every day. . 
Atmosphere - Similar to many 
east side "hot spots" it has a so-
phisticated atmosphere but yet it 
IS still casual enough where you 
do not have to be dressed liKe you 
are going to a Senate meeting. 
Dark wood panels coat the walls 
in the bar area; while black and 
white mosaic tiles cover most of 
the floor, giving the decor a classic 
style with a modem feel. The dec-
orating enhances the sophisticated 
atmos:ehere but yet it is careful to 
not make you feel unwelcome. 
Paragon has one of the most inter-
esting buildings on Thayer Street 
as there are various rooms within 
the restaurant, each with their 
own unique feel. There are a myr-
iad of seating options at Parago~ 
from a round bOOth'to a table for 
two by a window. This adds to 
the restaurant's character" and 
makes going back a unique expe--
dence .. 
Food - The lunch menu at 
Paragon is fairly extensive and is 
accommodating towards a hip 
Providence professional or college 
student who is lookin~ for qual-
ity, and a healthy, distinctive 
meal. Mike was looking for a clas~ 
sic so he had the Bacon Cheese-
burger. Paragon challenges the 
conventionalburger; it is an ex-
tremely lean but yet generous 
patty that was perfedly prepared 
at medium. The bun was fresh 
and complimented the burger. In 
keeping with the classic lunch 
theme Phil had one of the many 
sandwich offerings. Phil chose the 
turkey club which turned out to 
be an excellent choice. Fresh 
turkey, lettuce, tomato, and appro-
priately crisp bacon were hela to-
gether on hearty wheat bread. 
Phil was surprised by the size of 
the portion when he re,ceived the 
disli, not thinking it would be as 
generous for a lunch menu item. 
Both of us had the gourmet fries 
with our dish and we feel that 
Paragon could possibly have the 
best fries in Providence. The fries 
are crispy and tasty but yet they 
are not over seasoned. For bever-
ages we bo~ had the unsweet- . 
ened iced-tea. Instead of soda, It 
proved to be the perfect comple-
ment to our lunch and it seems to 
be a favorite at the restaurant. 
For dessert Mike had the straw-
berry: cheesecake. It was out-
stm~ and could certaWyrival 
thelfkei~fThe ~~c­
tory. The slice was generous in 
size and was compliinented by 
ripe strawberries. The te:x:ture had 
a ~fect balance of moisture. Phil 
dlttn't set dessert, but he did sam-
ple their coffee. While a little too 
weak for his taste; he can under-
stand that it probably satisfies the 
tastes of the average Paragon 
diner. Although we are reviewing 
some of the more classic items on 
Alan and SPB: OAR 
the menu, Paragon seemed t~) tum 
each dish into something umqlw; 
in past visits we h.ave tried n:ofe;,> 
adventurous specIals and nlt;nu 
items, all which have been great 
dishes. 
Price- Paragon shows s0!1'c 
merg when it comes to pnces. 
While it is not your chear.est 
lunch option in the area, It cer-
tainly is fair. With lunch ~r perw 
son ranging from $15-$10 dollars 
Paragon is a nice treat for a day 
you feel like skipping classes or 
spending a Saturaay on the East 
Side. Wlille their prices may not 
bring in an everyday colI~e 
crowd, it is still worth making a 
trip. 
Semce- While we have been to 
Paragon on a few occasions since 
our review, we have always had 
consistent qualiry service. The 
wait staff is professionall and we 
might add that for the most part 
they are good l<?Dking. Overall ,,,!e 
got the impressIon that Paragon IS 
a well managed establishment, 
where you can often see the man-
ager greeting people at the hostess 
station. Our waitress did not miss 
a step throu~out the meal" push-
ingus to ~et dessert and was con-
cerned Wlth making sure we had a 
satisiactory experience. 
~n,~isa~tp1ace if 
you are lOOldrl.1 .. 10 .. ' ..... if .... a umqtt.' ,: :. e .envi-romnen~ gootr~~o-
dating service and ~:mical 
prices. We recommend Paragon 
fur lunch and din'ner and even 
weekend brunch. If you are inter-
ested in maldnst the trip, th~ are 
10C'ated at 234 ntayer Street In 
Providence. Reservations are rec-
ommended for weekends, espe-
cially while classes are in sesSiOn.. 
Continued From Page 16 
Great times. 1£ there is one thing I can say about 
Spring Weekend, it is that it was one hell of a time 
and I was able to enjoy myself. Saturday ni~t's con-
cert was one 1 will remember for a whllel wnether it 
was the 20 crowd surfers, or more importantly the 
terrific music put on by Ludo and O.A.R. My friends 
and I were able to make our way up to p~ much 
the front of the stage, and for me it was the closest I 
have been to hearing live music from a major band in 
my whole life. Music is therapy to me and can al-
ways put me in a good mood~ Saturday was no ex~ 
ception; O.A.R was wonderful and put on an 
awesome show for all the Bryant students. 
with a sick lig!1t set up to put on one kick-ass caneert. 
When asked about the conege crowd! they said ~ 
love the Lirawff as~ and if you were there Saturday 
night you could see that raw" energy. which was awe-
some* 
I had the pleasure of sitting and talking with 
Jerry, who plays saxophone ana Richard, who is on 
lead guitar. They were the two most down to earth 
guys I have talked with. Many times when you meet 
famous stars, they have a way abou~ them, but not 
these guys; they really love hearing from fans and 
that is somethfug a lot of bands today miss out on. 
Many people may know, and some may not, that 
O.A.R stands for Of A Revolution, and together they 
have been performing for over 10 years now,'When 
asked how they have managed to stay together for so 
long they said, "it is really tough sometimes but b),' 
respecting each other, you treat it like a marriage. I 
Like they said, it is not alwar.s the best of times but in 
the end, "you become a fanuly." You can see that 
when they perform, because fIley all blend to create a 
single sound and it makes the sliow 
that much better. They: have played in 
front of major crowds before, some of 
their favorites include, Madison 
Square Garden, Chicago House of 
Blues, Fox Theatre, ana the State The-
atre. 
Performin~ in front of Bryant and 
other colleges IS best described as ila 
challenge, because you are in a differ-
ent element of standing room vs. 
seated theatre." The challenge was ev-
ident during the concert with all the 
body surfers, but they used it to their 
advantage and played off the crowd's 
excitement, adding to the overall per-
formance, Something many people do 
not realize is that they are more than 
just musicians; they are performers 
that put on shows for thousands of 
fans. 
Performing on the biggest assem-
bled staging Bryant has ever used, . 
O.A.R comoined old and new songs 
O.A.R has alGO been playing a new range of 
songs on this tour and has even started to play some 
songs they have not in previous toursl sometFting 
that definitely gives the ~formance an edge. TIiey 
talked with me about how "the climate really ditiates 
the play' list. If the crowd is calling for a song, we call 
an audIble and play it." This was evident when 
O.A.R finis.' • hed, only to be brought back on stage 
with chants of 1I0.A.R" and "WE'RE NOT LEAV-
ING." Here they played two great songs, 1I1ove and 
memories" and of course the song eve.ryone knows 
and loves, uthat was a crazy game of poker.H 
Overall the concert was incredible. To me, any 
time I can get out and listen to live music with mv 
friends and get so close to it, I love it. The songs J 
ranged from old to new, something I really like about 
O.A.R; they never play just new or old, they mix it 
up. Playing either "whatever happenedtl or tllay 
downu I you can get into whatever they vat together. 
I would recommend anyone to see them live and see 
what an incredible performance they can put to-
gether. As for me, this is the last article of Alan and 
SPB the Joint Adventure, but only until next semes-
te!. So this s~er remember ,what I always ten my 
friends and faIthful readers: "till next time be good 
and if you can't be good, be damn good at 'w" 
He "vrires what" 
but it also becomeS 
Power then bec:oDle& 
as be writes to dist\tfb 
He is bound, but at the 
He lNes in beb,,~ with 
... so that matta 
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Hitting their stride at 
just the right time 
As ~he Bryant University men I s baseball team soars into the postseason, 
Coach Jamie Pinzino's club has devised the recipe for success-
a dominating pitching staff a volatile lineup, and a fierce will to win. 
By David Giardino 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Bryant University Men's Baseball te~ is 
making 2006 a distant memory - tucked in the tini-
est crevice of their minds, overshadowed by six 
and ei~ht game wllming streaks, shutouts, and 
explosive offensive surges, Simply putf outscor-
ing 0p'ponents 51-12 in an eight game stretch -
came during its biggest test a weekend series at 
Franklin Pierce in Tate AEril. After winning 9 of their 
last 10 games, the club fell flat against top seeded 
Franklfu Pierce, dropping three straight games, in-
cluding two games decided by just one run. The se-
ries should have been the club's Sl11:nin~ m:omeDit 
prove themselves to the Northeast 10 C01OO'tm( 
and to the nation; instead it stands as 
mark on an otherwise successful regul 
The team has one last stepPir!8 sto. 
season play begins - a crucial four 
againsfUMass Lowelll last yearts 
tournament winner. The club then 
attention immediately towards the 
a ranty just a season ago - is common in the 
club's 2007 regular season. The Bulldogs (26-17, 
18-7 in conference) are winners of 12 of their 
last 17 games, and rank third in a competitive 
Northeast 10 Conference, with less than a week 
before tournament play is set to begin. The club 
hit a c~allensn:g April schedu. Ie h. ead on, 
sweepm~ the Ill(~ of ~ace and Saint Anselm .. 
a~d addmg key vlctones over Bentley .. Stone-
hIlt and Merrimack. 
A dominating pitching sta .. if was v. ery much 
expected to carry the club this spring, )jut an 
unexpai:ed surge of offense has struck the 
Bulldogs in 2007. Alter failing to produce runs 
and support the pitching staff time and again 
last season, the lfneup has made up for lost 
ti~e. ~bomo.Nht¥~JeaCls the club 
WIth a .348 batting average (.359'within the 
conference) and standout freshman Nick 
Campbell has added a team-leading 33 runs 
battea in. 
ference tournamentl m which one loss 
ends a season of hard work and pr()sn1~ .. 
peded, however, that such a mc.rbixt 
Will not be the case in the next few 
Bryant University Men"s Baseball team 
proven throughout the season to be a 
o.Ppqnent for any dub around thl~ country. 
tfui club to be successful this postseason, lts 
lineup must continue to surge, and support 
itching staff that has held its end {)f the 
years now. Tho~ the losses against 
in Pierce'were close and competitiveJ 
Bulldogs ca:nnot£a1l short again this pOStse2~ 
it seems inevitable the conference tournament ...... . 
winner must paM. through Franklin Pierce. .:~~ 
No matter the outcome, the Bulldogs have put 
to~ .. t:her a SUrpr1.· 's~n~ly impre.ssl:ve. sea ..... BO:n," " .• ~.ow"'; ~g a ~~~,*" that caadoll'\mate 
even the m~t c opponent, a yaung 
fense that will as the years ~~. 
progress, and an ... .' that msmres 
antrconfidence in every innin8 of every 
game. 
A youn~ explosive offense has certainly 
been th~ trend ro~ the 2007 season. CampoolL 
along WIth Jeff VIgurs, Brent Almeida, Taylor 
Ferguson, and T.J. Magnell, has received 
"Fresb:nan of the Weeku honors this year. The 
collection of freshmen has ignited a once stag-
nant Bulldog lineup, as seven starters have 
scor~d at least 20 runs this season. The club has 
consIstently averaged over seven runs a game 
over the course of the last few weeks -last sea-
son, sCOli~g ~ix runs in any game was scarce. 
~e volatile Imeup struck Merrimack recently; 
WIth back !o back 9-0 victories; it struck in tw~ 
games agamst St. Anselm, beating the squad by 
a, combined 24-3; it even struck for 24 runs in a 
smgle game against Felidan, a non~conference 
opponent, earlier this season. 
The team's only true struggle this season 
Court&sy of the Athletic Department 
As the NE-10 Conference tournament approaches, the Bull .. 
dogs are expected to make a strong run. 
Torre's job SAFE: For the wrong reaso 
By Philip Weiss fashion as the 1912 team. In recent 
Staff Writer years the Red Sox have had the better 
teams in April, Ma~ and even June; 
Like it or not, the New York Yan- ~ow~ve~, the Yankees have prevailed 
kees sit at the center of the sports uni- ill ~g the last nine diVIsion titles. 
verse. In Red Sox Nation, the only Yet m New York, division titles are an 
thing that can ,?ring greater roars from ~er thought and a successful season 
the Fenway FaIthfUl fuan a Big Papi IS only de-gr:md slam is a scoreboard update termined 
is si~r,ly :n0 on~ in charge of the Yan-
kees EVil Emplre." At age 76 
qeorge Stein .. brenner is no longer the ~ery competitor he once was. Ever 
smce 2003 when he fainted at the fu-
neral of his long time friend Otto Gra-
haml he has begun to fade as the 
outspoken 
WIth the Yankees losing. It is for this by 
:teason that the struggles of the New whether a 
York Yankees and tIle talk of manager champi-' 
JO,e T?rre's job security is such an in- onshiE is 
trigumg s~ory ~ven in New.Engla.nd. .' won. 0 
To put a histoncal perspective on just with that 
how bad this ApriIwas for the Bronx in mind, 
Bombers, the last time the Yankees the last 
'Torre is here today because the true 
voice and leader of the franchise has 
been lost, probably forever' 
figurehead 
of the New 
York Yan~ 
kees. He is 
now only a 
shell ofnis 
former self. 
Steinbren-
were this far behlnd Boston after the time Torre 
first month into the season was 1912. had a "successful" season was 2000 
In that year the Yankees started out 2- Many, including myself, felt that To:rre 
10 (while the Red Sox went 9-4). For was as good as;gorte after last year 
those of you ~orts buffs who may not ended in al;l0t:l\er speedy exit in the 
have pulled tliat 1912 Baseball Al- posts~asonat the liands of a far less 
manac off the shelf in a while, the Red expen~<:ed Detroit Tiger team. 
Sox would go on to win 105 games While the optimistic Yankee fan 
and the World Series. The Yankees lost ~ay be1i~ve ~at the reason for Torre's 
102 and finished 55 games out of first. Job se~ty will be based in his sup-
Chances are, Torre's Yankees won't posed ~unity" due to his tracI<: 
finish the season in nearly the same . re.co~, ,this is absolutely false. Torre is 
still SItting on the bench because there 
ner/ in his 
first 23 sea-
sons, changed managers 20 times and 
gener~ managers 11 times in 30 years 
For a Job with1i.ttle security, Torre has' b~en the exception. While you can cer-
tainly look to numerous successes 
The Boss has had the oPportunity't h~d Torre the pink slip on many o~­
c~lons bu. t has not fOllOWed. through 
(I,e, 2004 collapse against the Red SO) la~t year's ALDS diSaprintment J 
this ye:us putrid April' . ., an 
While many would argue that the 
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A final thought ... 
By Stephen Demers 
Sports Editor 
It's been almost a year since I was named 
sports editor f?r The Arc!lway. During that 
time, I have wItnessed firsiliand the amazing 
growth of the pap'~r. People on campus often 
remark at the eXCIting transformation that the 
newspaper has madel and I am proud to have 
been a part of the changes. 
As The Archway has grown, so has the 
Bryant University Athletic Department. I can't 
think of a more exciting time to be co~ 
the Bulldogs. In the past yearf I have witnessed 
the debut of a nationally reco8'!rized lacrosse 
coach, historic seasons for the football and 
men's basketball programs, and the continued 
rise of women's al:hletics on this campus. If 
you take a glance at the Northeast-l0 Confer-
ence standings, you will notice that B~t is 
near or at the top of the standings in virtually 
every sport. 
dents and alumni must buy into it. This can be-
extremely difficult, just ask Providence Col .. 
lege and the University of Rhode Island. These 
twolocal schools have long lega. cies as su. c-
cessful Division I programs. High profile 
coaches and athletes liave cont:rlbUted to eaen 
Erogram, but both schools attract small 'stu-
aent crowds at. g ames. URI even spent mil-
lions on a brand new basket bail arena, the 
R~ Center,onIy tojind it ~61i. QnmQSt~· 
.... "n-.. h ..... ".......... ..... .. ..... . . .... ' .•........ : ........ ' .....•........•......•..•.•....•••..•..•.•. : ...•.................••. : .. ~ ... . U.l{T'~ otPer i1nPOrlanta~~~' 
ture sttreess of Bryant. ..:'etics isDalp~~" .............. -
ademics and ath1etics~ The college a$~"~~ . 
often ~reotyped in the media as one that 
rarely~ to class and is offered many p¢<s. 
N~ne of these qualities describe Bryant ath-
l~ The student-~thIetes at Bryantare~~y' 
gIven enough credit ~t;.tl;teir su~bal~ 
ance ?f sChool work and afh.letitS~Games and 
practic~ are extremely strenuous and Bryant 
offers ngorous academics. 
It wasn't that long 
ago that Bryant Uni-
versity struggled to 
attract coadies and 
athletes into becoming 
a Bulldog. The Era-
gram no longer has to 
worry about that 
problem, and it ap-
pears that Bryant ath-
J"The student-athletes at Bryant are 
rarely given enough credit for their 
successful balance of school work 
and athletics' 
As the pro-
~ growsr it is 
unP.Ortant that 
the balance be-
tween academics 
and athletics ~­
sists. In order for 
this balance to be 
maintained, it is 
letics will continue to grow. As the athletic 
programs grow however, there are two main 
factors that will determi.{le their success. 
A stron~ student and alumni fan base is 
critic~l to any athletic program. There is no 
question that ~e Bry~t Ath!etic Department 
made great strides this year in marketing 
games on campus. StudentJan buses to popu-
lar away garnes, half-time raffles and enter .. 
~ainmentJ and spirit days have all helped to 
mcrease attendance at Bryant sporting events. 
The football and men's basketball playoffs this 
season proved that Bryant fans can be just as 
loud and passionate as any other college 
sports fani however, if the. athletic program is 
going to grow, it is important that fans tum 
out for every game, not just significant games 
and playoff contests. 
A Bulldog brand must be created and stu-
essential that the 
line of communication between the athletic de--
partment and professors continues. Coaches 
must continue to stress the si~cance of a 
hard work ethic both on and off the field. 
Many Bryant coaches already set team GPA 
goalS and check their players' progress in the 
Classroom .. This dedication to frigli academic 
standards IS part of the reason behind Bryant's 
recent athletic success and needs to carry on. 
The future looks bright for Bryant atliletics. 
There is no question that the program has 
brought in committed coaches and athletes. As 
the program grows, it is imperative that the' 
athletic department leadership continue to 
maintain the standards that have helped the 
BuIl~ogs undergo such a successful transfor-
mation over the past few years. 
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Brennan caps off a successful 
Bryant track career 
David Nelligan 
Staff Writer 
With hard work, determination, and a love for 
track, JoseEh Brennan has become one of the stars of 
the Bryant University men's track team. As a timid 
freshman, Joe was unsure about his feelings for 
track since he only had one year previOUS experi-
ence, as a senior at LaSalle Academy in Provldence, 
R.I. However, after receiving an e-mail to tryou! for 
the team, Joe decided to just go for it, and has not 
looked back since. 
Brennan walked onto the team not knowing what 
to expect, but soon represented the school in such 
events as the 100m, 200m, 400m, 4xl00m, and the-
4x~9m. To prep~e for such eyei1t:s, Joe c!edits . 
traInIng, eating nght, and gettin~ In the nght n:u;nd 
set before meets for his success~ . If you don't stress, 
and just run like you know how, you could have the 
best meet of your life," Joe stated. Brennan also 
credits Coaches Richard Brown aJ;ld lrish Hillety! as 
well as teammates Hafiz Greigre and Chris Gaudet, 
for pushing him and transforming him into the run ... 
ner he is today. 
Coach Brown started £ulltime itt Joe's freshmen 
year and has not stop~dpushing since. Brennan at-
tributes Brown's knowledge of track as well as his 
great coaching ability in heIfing him and ~s te~- , 
mates compete to the best 0 their. ability~ Brown 
took over the sprinting portion of th. e track pro~~ 
and has turned it into ilie respectable program It IS 
today. Also, this year's new head coach, Trish , 
Hillery, II deserves a lot of credit for doing a lot to 
change the pro~am around," stated Brerman. He 
claims her contributions to the team have made 
Bryant track more respectable ap10ng other .schools, 
and is doing a lot£or neW'recrmtntent. She IS also 
planning team trips for next year. 
As far as his teammates go, Joe could not be mote. 
appreciative, ~y to Hafiz Greigre and ~ 
Gaudet. Each day at f.ractice, these guys are BreTh-
nan's biggest competitors and fans. ~Y all he,Ip 
each-offier out by pushing themselves 10 practice, 
encouraging one another, and competing to be the 
best. Chiis nas been a teammate of Brennan's for 
three years and has not stopped giving his all since. 
This Kind of dedication helps drive Joe to be just as 
good and hopefully better. Hafiz has had an even 
Digger impact on Joe's career here at Bryant. "With-
out Rafiz 1 wouldn't be nearly as good of a runner 
Senior Joe ·BrenriancrediJs~ his teammates and 
eoacnesforhls StlcceStt quring his Bryant 
track career. 
as I am today/" said Joe. With.)·. . .. :Qce and 
skill, Joe was eager to learn £tom . ,. restah-
lished ruriner. From learning the best techniqlle~rto 
just being an inspiratio~ H~z has been one of the 
biggest iilfluences on 13rennatlfs success. 
, 10 highlight a few of Brennan's <;areer achieve-
ments; lie was a member oIthe 4x400m conference 
champions team along with Hafiz Greigre, Jeff Hed-
berg, and Zack Perron. He was offe~d a College 
Champion invite to Rhode }sland College in the 
400m ill 2006 and again in 2007 to defend his :name} 
and has been a constant participant in the N~w Ehg-
land ChamEionships. . 
Brennan has been improving every year since he 
has started and plans to continue with track after 
graduating in May and applying to Law School in 
the fall. He will have to work-on his own without 
the help of his coaches and fellow teammates, but 
will compete in many of the same events as his for- . 
mer competitors as an unattached runner. As far as 
the program, Brennan says he is excited £01' the'di-
rection the program is he~ding and wishes' he could 
stay even longer. He hopes the bestfo;f everyone. 
Joe is also very appreciative of the :peQ~~~pe has 
be~n fortunate to meet, ~d is~ .. ;cateful fQlt~ .•.•. ·.very-
thing the program has gIven lMJ:li\ ' . 
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Softball looks to capture third straigh 
NE-l0 tournament championship 
By Alan Waters 
Staff Writer 
After dominating the 
competition last year 
and winning the confer~ 
ence title, the women's 
softball team has kept 
up their great play this 
year. Using talented vet-
erans and some helpful 
youth, the Bulldogs 
have continued putting 
up solid numbers and 
aading more and more 
wins to the left side of 
the sports column. Cur-
rentl~ Brvant has a 
solid standing and is 23-
14 overall with a 19-9 
Northeast-IO Confer-
ence record. Even 
though Bryant has not 
met their full expecta-
tions this year, they are 
still proving to be a 
threat. Senior Nikki In-
galls said, "We have not 
performed as well as we 
had hoped but we have 
more talent than we 
ever have and as a sen-
ior class we are deter-
mined to make sure this 
year's team goes out on 
top." 
Amanda Wilbur, who leads Bryant in every major 
offensive category, Junior Jessica Valentini, Serna! 
Amanda Gagne, and standout freshman Ashley 
\ve are on Ol.lf 
there, H Ingalls 
have put in the hT\"\~t.l~ 
Me more preRared 
we have t;~ver been~ 
are. going to t~"tke 
the NE-I0 tourruLm~mt·.·· .. ·. 
first, then we \vill taW 
the re~ionals game lit· 
game.' • 
Evervone 'lOU talk to 
who has seen these 
pIav believes the team 
not" only has talent. but 
The talent on the 
it'am this year is phe~ 
nomenal and eVl"n 
Janina Enos and her teammates look to pick up momentum as the NE .. 10 tournament begins? 
is a hard\>vorking group 
that pushes themselves. 
The playoffs are al~ays 
though the n:~cord might not be as great as they 
want. they have stiH bt,~n able to have great per-
formances. With the talent they have and their play-
off experience, they are determined to prove once' 
again they are the best team in not only the NE-I0. 
bilt the entire region. 
Offensively, B-ryant has some real talent on their 
side and has four girls batting over .300. They are 
Coon. Freshman Alison Chouinard has also been 
producing solid numbers and is second on the team 
m RBIs. As a team. Bryant is batting .284 and has a 
solid .413 slugging percentage. 
On the defimsive side, Bryant has the fourth best 
pitching ERA in the conference at 2.35. They have 
only allowed 108 runs this season. Three pRchal'S 
have taken Bryant this far and have had some great 
Courtesy of the Athletic Dept. 
Rob Schneider 
Year: Senior 
Sport: Track & Field 
Why this dog was picked: Schneider 
set a school record in the pole vault 
with a vault of 14'6" at the Brown Invi-
tational Sunday. Schneider finished 
second overall at the meet in the pole 
vault and will lead the Blilldogs into 
the NE-10 Champipnships this week-
end in Lowell, Mass. 
Shaun L~:ddy 
Year. Senior 
Sport: Lacrosse 
Why this dog was picKed: Leddy 
scored 10 goals in thr~;~games last 
week. The senior had'Mve in a win at 
Saint Anselm on Tuesdiy and scored 
four goals - including the game-winner 
in overtime against MerrimaCk -- on 
Thursday. . 
a new season, one tn 
which Bryant has succeeded lately. Thl~ team has 
worked liard all and looks to be a factor down 
the stretch. Just 1 spring teams, Bryant looks to 
bring yet another renee Championship back 
home. 
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Collyer's 'Concerts: Dave and Titn 
By EvanCnUyer 
s taff Writer 
It has been a while since I actually attended a 
concert; everything with Spring Weekend has kept 
me ra ther preoccupied. Though, I am glad to say 
that I was able to get my first taste of Dave 
Matthews live, not too long ago. My good friend 
and Dave Matthews lover .. Bret Caney, accompa-
nied me to an acoustic evening with Dave Matthews 
& Tim Reynolds, live at the University of Massachu-
setts Amnerst's Mullins Center on Apii121l1t 2007. 
Having just been there the week prior to see O.A.R.; 
I have to say it was as if I walked ~to a completely 
different building. 
Having never been to a Dave Matthews concert, 
I was not sure what to expect, Bret had informed me 
prior to the concert that it would be a lot different 
than your normal show. I walked in to find every-
one sitting down and relaxing and, for the most 
part, being quiet. The facility had hi~y encour-
aged everyone in attendance to sit and remain quiet 
during the duration of the show and to only ap-
plaud after the completion of each song. 
As the show continued, 
they played such songs as, 
"Stay or Leave/' 
"Gravedigger," from 
Dave's own solo album 
Some Dem1 and other Dave 
Matthews Band classics as 
IlLie In Our Graves," "Jimi 
Thing," IfDon/t Drink the 
Water/' 1/'41" and l'Oanc-
ing Nancies." Amongst the 
:mist of all these songs, 
Dave took the time to step 
off stage to allow Tim 
Reynolds to have the spot-
light for a couple of mm-
utes. Tlffi played an 
acoustic assortment of 
songs caned JlStream." 
When Tim began playin& 
the crowd went silent anii . 
jaws dropped in awe of his 
talent. He played for a 
The show began a little after 8 Rm and lasted for 
an incredible three hours, with a hili hour encore. 
Dave and Tim took the stage to be~ with one of 
my personal favorites,IIBartender from the album 
Busted Stuff As Dave and Tim played from song to 
song, we were offered a nice little treat" Dave would 
tell stories. These were stories about everything and 
anything, from the fever he had on th.e fight of the 
peiformance to something his mother had told him 
earlier that day. When someone would step out of 
line and yell during one of his stories he would sim-
ply chime back and tell them to be quiet. 
good while and then was 
accompanied back on stage 
by Dave who encouraged 
the crowd to give a second 
round of applause to Tim. A 
few more songs were ~ormedJ' and they both left 
the stage to come bad< only a couple of minutes 
later for the encore. When they walked back on 
stage the crowd erupted and Dave was alone, with 
an electric guitar to play the title track of his solo 
album, uSome DeviL U He was ~ickIy reunited with 
his partner in crime, 'Fim Reynolds, and they fin-
ished the night off with everyone's favorite 7I'fwo 
Step/' "because life is shortbpt swOOtror ~.n 
Overall; I ~ve to say thatI :really e.!li0ye(lj~1ie . 
show. Havm~. It be my first Dave Matthews ~'" 
ence is 80m' . that I am~ro1ld of, because fi0m 
what Bret h~ to.· m~J only the privileged get,to see 
Dave and Ttmacoustic. It was a great way 10 end 
the first year of Collyer's Concert:B, and I'm excited 
to see what the summer music scene has to offer. 
Summer fitn.s 
Conti~ued from page 3 
Aguilera and friends 
perform in Providence they responded with the following mock menu:· 
a Breakfast 
By Carlos Ramos 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
It might have been a 
gloomy night outside of 
fhe Dunkin Donuts Center, 
but inside the arena 12 fe-
male popstars turned a bad 
night into a hot one. 
"Kicking off the night 
was Diddr'S "?vlaking the 
Band" gir group Danity 
Kane. The girls performed 
a 20 minute set that in-
cluded hits like Showstop-
per and Heartbreaker. For 
those who have never seen 
the group perform, they 
could be described as a 
knock off version of the 
Pussycat Dolls, singing 
songs with no meanings. 
They got the crowd going 
witfi their hot dance moves 
and scantly clad bodies. 
Prior to this concert, I 
went to see Mariah Carey. 
in The Emancipation of 
Mimi tour, where she was 
a d i va and took her time 
after Sean Paul, her open-
ing act, had finished his 30 
minute set. To see the 
Pussycat Dolls go on at 8 
pm as schedulea was su.c;;h 
a reliet because these guls 
can pu t on a show. Start-
ing off with one of last 
summer's hottest hits, 
"Buttons", the girls were 
definitely a ten compared 
to the previous performers. 
They were in sync with all 
their choreography, and 
brought a lot more energy 
than their predecessor. 
Nicole Scherzinger, the 
lead vocalist of the group, 
stood out with a black out-
fit and sparkly micro~ . 
phone. In between theIr 
one costume change, some 
of the girls did a throw 
back dance number, honor-
ing the original vignette 
dolls. They ended the show 
with the song that made 
them famous, "Dontt Cha," 
which prepared the crowd 
for Christina Aguilera. 
Once the dolls were 
ready, the sets were 
changed and UBack to Ba-
sics Tours" was officially 
started. Christina Aguilera 
opened up with the first 
sIngle offher multi-plat-
inum, "Back to Basics" 
album, IIAin't No Other 
Man." She came out in an 
all white suit with eight 
backup dancers. Her throw 
back 408 feel was accompa-
nied by nine member in-
strumentals and three 
backup singers, bringing 
extra power to each num-
ber. 
Aguilera performed 
many songs off her new 
alhum, butane emotional 
song was uOh Mother," a 
song that tackles the 
spousal abuse of her 
mother that she witnessed 
as a kid. For Aguilera's 
older songs, she added a 
jazzy feel to them that 
made them fit with her 408 
themed set. I actu~l1y like 
the way the jazzed up beat 
did not ruin the feel of the 
song, because I often find 
that when artists remix 
their older songs, it does 
not work. 
Aguilera, or X-Tina, had 
many costume changes, 
and many set changes that 
kept the audi-
ence entertained 
and wanting 
more. After her 
opening num-
bers, sne made 
an entrance from 
underneath the 
stage with a 
piano that again 
added to her 40s 
jazz theme. Then 
came her circus 
themed set that 
was very remi .. 
niscent of her 
"Hurf' video. 
During this set 
she included an 
audience mem-
ber in the act, 
asking for a male 
particIpant for 
one of her sex-
teased songs. 0 ~ ••. ' .•.• ' To end th~ c 
show, she pet~ 
formed fan fa::-
vorite 
"Beautiful," 
nswsday.com during which .c: 
everybt\e in!:9~J 
audience sang along tQ;tilte 
Crammy award winninji 
number. But that was .. ,;';, 
the closer. The closer its; . 
the Eowerhouse uflifting 
number, "Fighter. Willi 
confetti to mark the enid .. 
7 egg white 
Wlieat toast with peanut butter 
.~FtUit 
Bananas and oat meal 
Or ill Grilled Chicken Wrap 
Dinner. 
Load uR on catha 
Jason and Mike have come up with the just a Couple" . 
method of eating that they recommend in order to b~ld a hlp 
resistance to the fa~ foods of today's world. By fil!ing yOlll" 
pI.ate with ~ healthy foods and on: unhe~th. Y food. '. ;:'such as 
fries or a piece of cake, that one builds ~cetowards 
healthy temptations. ... ... .<" 
Jason and Mike recommend going tathe ~ 4b)\5. times a 
week, and that it is a life&tylechange tnatcpeople mfit\tt'ldergo 
in order to achieve a new body image. 
Below is a graphic on some shnple eXEm=i8eS·", •. am 
started. 
, ing, the Providence sh~w 
of the #Back to Basics 
Tour" was over. The only 
thing I was, disappointed; 
in was that she dId not --'- .... ;,.. 
form the soni that UlC~~lI'; ..•. 
her famous, Genie in 
'Bottle.u 
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Why does the Del's lemonade from the 
machine at scoop occasionally taste like 
soap? 
~Adam Muccino 
YES, it is true! Bryant Uni-
versity is moving forward on 
upwards of a $4 million home 
for the President, but ON cam-
pus. Believe it or not, getting 
to the bottom of this question 
was a little intimidatiilg~ After 
all, not only did this require 
:possible interaction with Presi-
aent Machtley, but also it per-
tains to a hot topic around 
campus. So, I dug down de~ 
and sent the "prez" an emaif 
about the possible plans for his 
future home. He resEonded by 
directing me to Tom Taylor, 
Bryant 1963 gtaduate and 
Cliairman otthe Board of 
Trustees. Tom, the former 
president of Arnica Mutual In-
surance Company, started 
coming back to tne campus in 
the mia 1990's by doing some 
strategic planning research in 
the liBrary for AIllica. In 2005 
Tom became the chair of the 
Board. 
He described the new build-
ing as a II dual purpose fadli~" 
as the bottom floor being solely 
for entertainment purposes. 
The second floor will serve the 
purpose of being the living _ 
guarters for President ancfMrs. 
Machtley. The house was a 
"trustee driven" project, on 
which President MaChtley ac-
tually had very little input, and 
has Been a focus of the board 
for a long time now. The final 
cost will be approximately $3.5 
million, and IS part of a $109.6 
million capital Investment pro-
gram established. "Since 1995, 
fhave seen how fal Bryant has 
come ky erectin~ new "facilities 
around campus. I The capital 
investment money is accumu-
lated by fundraismg, tax ex-
empt bonds etc. The program 
is in place for the upkeep and 
erection of facilities around 
campus such as Bello, the Well-
ness Center, even the new resi-
dence hali, along with many 
other plans for the additions to 
current infrastructure. 
If you have not seen the cur-
rent house the president lives 
in, it looks like something 
straight out of the mid 19'40'5. 
From the outside, the house 
looks as if it was originally cre-
ated as a bomb shelter duri.t}g 
WWII. President Machtley is 
required by a condition of em-
ployment m his contract to re-
side on campus, which is 
something :not every Univer-
sity does.The new house will 
continue to modernize the 
campus and keep Bryant ahead 
of tlie competition. Contrary 
to rumors around campus, tbe 
house will NOT have Ballroom 
on the bottom floor, however it 
will have a nice dinning facility 
for the President to entertain 
guests. For now, the current 
nouse will remain in its loca-
tion, and will possibly serve as 
an overnight gtJest house. The 
location is nof final, but the 
new house will be positioned 
behind the current one, includ-
ing a nice outdoor patio with a 
tent for bigger events~ 
The pU!pose of this house is 
to highlight Bryant University, 
and NOT for tl1e sole purpose 
of President and Mrs. MaCht-
ley. This is not just Ron and 
Kati Machtley's house, it is 
Bryant University's house, and 
every other preSIdent to come. 
Tom ended the interview br 
saying, "Bryant is not abou 
bemg adequate," and the plans 
for ffiis house back that state-
ment up completely. He said 
he believed tlie house would 
make its money back within 
ten years of completion, solely 
by' the marketing purpose of 
tfris house. . 
Shawn Benham 
"Scooper on duty" Kara and "Backup Scooper on 
duty" Sean enjoy a refreshing cup of Del's Lemonade 
at The Scoop with Joe Doe. 
• vane 
Dear Joe, 
Is it true that the President is getting a 4 .A&&lII~ 
dollar home off campus? 
--Hollywood 
YES, it is true! Bryant University is 
moving forward on upwards of a $4 
million home for the President, bu! 
ON campus. Believe it or not, getting 
to the boltom of this. question waS a 
little intimidating! After all, not only 
did this require l?ossible interactio.n 
with President MachtIeYr but also It 
pertains to a hot topic around campus. 
So I dug down deep and sent the f,lp~ez" an email about the P9ssible 
plans for his future home. He re-
sponded by directing me to Tom Tay-
lor, Bryant 1963 graduate and 
Chairman of the ~oard of Trustees. 
Tom, the former president of Arnica 
Mutual Insurance Company! started. 
coming back to the campus m the nud 
199(ys by doing some. strategic p'~-. 
ning research m the library lor Amica. 
In 2005 Tom became the chair of the 
Board. ' 
He described the new building as 
a H dual p~ose facilitv," as the b.ol-
tom floor being solely for entertam-
ment 2urposes. The second floor will 
serve the purpose of being the living 
guarters for President and Mrs. 
Machtley. The house was a Iltrustee 
driven" project, on which President 
Machtley"adualiy had very little 
input and has been a focus of the 
board for a long time now. The final 
cost will be approximately $3.5 roil-
liollt and is part of a $109.6 million 
capital inveStmentprogram estab-
lished. "Since 1995, I nave seen how 
far Bryant has come by erecting new 
facilities around campus." The ca]?ital 
investment money is accumulatecfby 
fundraising, tax exempt bonds etc. 
The program is in place for the up-
keep ana erection of facilities around 
campus such as Bello, the Wellness 
Center, even the new re51lQeJtl(,;,'V 
along with many 
additions to current infrastm 
If vou have not 
house fuepresident 
like something 51 
1940's. From fhe oulmdel 
looks as if it was ori~idrnillV 
a bomb shelter .... u.-l ..... _ 
dent Machtley is ~rrt1il'f~ 
non of employment .' 
reside on campus, which 
not every: University 
house wUl continue to m()QeJm 
campus and keep B~t 
competition. Contra!}, to _ ......... A'i 
around campus, the liouse 
have ballroOm on the boittolrn 
however it will have a nice 
cility for the President to enlErti 
guests .. For now" the current 
remain in its location, and hlY serve as an overnight smi~J 
The location is not final, 
house will be vv.:tl.~'U'''''''''0.4 bEmwt(t 
current one, mCluatn£ 
patio with a tent bUtszet 
The pU!1Jose of 
higI¥iglit Bryant University, 
for the sole pUrpQse of PreSt 
Mrs. MachtIey. "This is not htst 
and Kati Machtley's house, it is 
University's house, and 
president to come. Tom r. ..... ~-t..,.~ 
terview by saY.ing, '4firyant is not 
about being adequate, and the 
fur this house back that staJ.Byy; . .tl¥l. 
completelJ'1 He said he believed the 
hOU$e woUld make its money b<:lck 
,i. ten of completion, ~i mar g purpose of this 
house. 
COUItNyoi 
Preliminary design of the new prealdent's residence 
Thank you for all 0 yourquesnons 
mester. l've appreciated receiving all 0 
them. If you come up with any questi 
over the summer, feel free to email me a 
askjoedoe~gmail.com! 
-1 accept any and all questions booth ab 
and not about the campus. 
-Inappropriate questions might not ma 
the paper but will be enjoyed! 
-Questions do not have to be signed, 
ever I stongly welcome people to ~~ 
pride in their question. . . 
Thank you for your questi 
~Joe Doe 
• • 
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Why Bryant ~eeds The Daley Soap Box: 
a sCIence major The unraveltng . 
By Greg Hirshom 
Staff Writer 
Over the past several 
years Bryant University has 
done a g~eat job growing 
and making Improvements. 
Three years ago Bryant Col-
lege went through the tran-
sition process to-become.a 
univerSity. The number of 
admitted students alone 
shows the large growth in 
the student population and 
those interestea in attending 
this school. As the school 
expands, a subject that is 
frequently discussed is the 
expansion of Bryant from a 
traditionally business cen-
tered schoo1 to include more 
liberal arts and science pro-
grams. Currently, there is a 
good opportunity for Bryant 
to head In this direction 
through the implementation 
of a science major. 
The science major was re-
cently proposed to the com-
mittee In charge of the 
implementation of new ma-
jors. The committee rejected 
this program, rather quickly 
I might add. 
There were several things 
regarding the proposed 
major that thiS committee 
did not approve of. The first 
thing was the idea of a class 
which takes place in the lab-
oratories. In these classes 
lectures will take 'place but 
supplemental activities will 
take place in the laboratories 
to further the level of under-
standing of those in the 
Lauren Cimino 
Ediwr-In-Chie! 
News Editor: Jaritza Cortes 
class. The committee found We're beginning to see delivery in which Cheney's claims were Hway 
the concept of having a lab an unraveling of epic pro- beyond what the intelligence shows." 
and lecture together unac- portions and it appears A few weeks ba~ ilie chief U.S. law entorce-
ceptable. It is a fairly simple we're merely at the tip of a ment officer, Attorney General Alberto Gonza-. 
idea, actually quite a gooa political snafu iceberg. les, testified less-thari-nobly about his role in . 
one~ one which should be What better way to deVart what some call the illegal firings of eight U.S. 
further considered and im- from a failed U.S. presl- attorneys. He told the skeptical Judiciruy Com-
plemented in the future. dency than to let the sparks mittee over 70 times about specific events or 0r-
A second problem that fly in Washington on your cumstances of which he did not recall any 
the administration had with way out? If irs even possi- details. In all of Gonzal~ amnesia and incom-
this plan was the fact that By Ryan P. Daley ble for the Bush Adminis- Eetence, President Bush nesdently proclaimed 
there were courses proposed Opinion Editor tration to outdo itself, we that Gonzales' testimony uincreased my confi-
that can be taken by both better start teachins.. ~Duck dence in his ability to do the job." Arizona Re-
undergraduate stuaents at and Co.Jerfl to our nation's school kids (Kansas' publican Senator and presidential ho~ JOhn. 
the 400 level and graduate antediluvian approach nearly removed evolu- McCain told Good Mornin& America that he be-
students for higher amounts tion from its public school curriculum, why not Heves lithe presidency is beIng damagedll and 
of credit. The amount of teach antiquated techniques for our children's that Gonzales "can best serve the president now 
work required for graduate safety?) because at this rate, I can't begin to by resigning/' 
students would be hlgher, imagine what the fireworks show will look like . Busn an~!rls a:onies will have theiegacy"o£ a 
with more papers due and as November 4, 2008 turns the comer. failed administration for year.:; to come.1>eOple 
the possibility of having to In the past few months alone" we1ve seen will look back at the era Of 2()OO..200& and see 
teach the undergraduate both current and former Bush Administration how this foul adm.hrlstration insolentl, ex-
students'sections of the ' officials either indicted, convicted and/or asked ploited the September 11,2001 terrorist attacks 
dass. The committee again to resign from what amounts to gross abuses of for FO.litkal g~, took for St:anted the lNes·of 
could not accept the idea of power. Amencan soldiers, and saCriiiced over 3-~ of 
undergraduate and gradu- Former Deputy Secretary of Defense Wol- those brave souls for personal motives, 
ate students in the same fowitz last week faced harsh criticism and re- Bush and Cheney had imperialist Obj~ 
room. This could be an op- fused to conform to requests for his resisnation when they came into office. When their "'slaJl\ 
portunity for advancement for blatant nepotism in ~ting his girlfiiend to dunkN eVIdence was erroneous" !heY kept the 
ill relations between the two a high profile position at The World Bank faith. When U.S. soldiers fell under Unfortunate 
populations and was Ie- LeWls UScooter" Libby; Cheney's former circwnstances, they explOited thei:t stories. Pat" 
Jected far too quickly. Chief of Staff, a few months ago was convicted TillmanJ's own father professed his sonls death 
Bryant University is cur- of four felony charges including perjury and ob- was Ii script[ ed]" by tfie Bush Administration ipr 
rently accredited by many struction of justice.-He's also a deJendant along political purposes and Jessica Lynchexpresse<i 
prestigious organizations. with Cheney, Karl Rove~ and Armitage in the' her outrage on national TV about the govern; 
Some of these organizations Valerie Plame case investigating the feak of the ment propagandizing her~stories and success-
are, the Academy of Man- classified CIA operative. What was that you fully manipulatingtlie media to disseminate the 
a~ement, the Financial Plan- said about ethics, Mitch McConnell? misinformation and hype. 
rung Association, the . We heard fonner OA Director George Tenet, People will remember illegal torture cham-
=:!~~i¥i~:~ ~f!r~.:~~~~~tfL~E~ ~~~:~ 
looking through this exten- evidence and voo.£erous campaign to invad"e btl . ' a corrupt andoold out:'cen~"' 
sive and impressive list, I Iraq - whkh Tenet contends started in late 2001 an most insane assaultoa civfI~~"·' 
did not find- any associations whHe the rest of the country was concerned which has our foundinJ£ath~ ~'m~ 
having to do with science. If about Al Qaeda. graves. The Bush Alirnfuistratlon has reversed' f 
we implemented a science While we're on Cheney;- Cleveland Demo- not only the high budg-et surplus ~erously 
major at Bryant maybe we cratic Rep. Dennis Kuciruch last week intro- handed to it by the Clfuton era, bUt also any so-
would have a chance of join- duced three articles of impeachment asainst the cial and environmental progress we have at .. 
ing an accredited science or- vice president, citing Cheney's fabrication of ev- tamed. Keepyour chin up thaugry there are, 
ganization. idence to support tlie hag war, the deception of only one and a half years left until we can raise 
The school continues to the American ~ple willi that evidence and our voices with our vote and join hands to-
say how it strives to become manipulation of intelli~ce to create a link be- gether to proclaim ourind~den~ froto. the 
an institution interested in tween AI Qaeda and Saddam Hussein. Tenet> atrocities: "Free at last, free at l~ thank God 
also wrote about this manipulation and even almighty, we are free at last." 
Continued on pag!'l 16 claims to have killed a speech on the eve of its . • 
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the same brutal power over 
children than men employed 
against women. 
The War on Terror: The 
troop surge is working, the 
Democrats are a bunch of 
bacl<pedaling .traitors who say 
the war is lost one day, then 
pretend we're only using mili-
t~ oEtions when we've been 
rebuililing infrastructure and 
prOviding civil services sinc~ 
2003. Further distortions from 
anti-:-war leftists include a 
Scrap it. The real feminists 
(your Susan B. Anthonys) 
wouldne~reng~ems~~ 
port for aborlion (which tney 
abhorred), no-cost prostitu-
tion ("free love"), or blatant 
misandry, all of wlUch ,is post-
modem /lthou~tlJ' that came 
from the dopea up 60's and 
70's. 
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., _A!.. ...... _lft am 1 .. to ·~ofimpor-We welcome your comments and SubnusSlOns on <;;uuuu....... b es~ bP1 • deied 
Alas, my time here at 
B~t draws to a close. For 
this last column here at 
Bryant, I'll be offering a sum-
mary of my philosophy, 
props, slops, and a nUni-stu-
oent charge that hopefully all 
Bryant students can appreci-
ate. Lightning Rouna: The 
encapsulation of all I have to 
say delivered in short, simple 
sentences denoted by topic. 
loll.g ... sifice-discredited (by 
both sides) Lance.t study that 
grossly overestimated civilian 
deaths due to US military in-
tervention. The current docu-. 
mented number is, at 
maximum, 68,600 according to 
Iraqbodycount.org, which has 
the most comprehensive (and 
continuous) study'available. 
Pelosi and Reid are only: inter-
ested in appeasement of 
Assad ana i\hmedinijad, not 
victory. They: would under-
mine the saCrifice of 3,300 
lives in order to win political 
points on George W. "Bush. 
Homosexuali!y: Pooplez 
GodTs Children. Acts: Mutu-
ally ~loitative, self-serving, 
deeply immoral, highly risky, 
and . clearly unnatuI:al. "Be-
tween the hoaxed hate cri:nles; 
judicial nat, and clrlldJnaoc-
trination, homosexual activists 
are the least tolerant of <ill. 
Lyin& twisting churchtioQ. 
trine (read the catechism as lance to .You Only letters including author's name. and phon;. n~cati e COllSl 
for publICation (phone numbers will not be printed. they are .Lor v on purposes 
onlL~tters to the Editor of300 words or fewer will have th!! best cbflDce of~ei?g pub- d 
Also exc t in extraordinary circumstances~ we ~111 not poot SUbmisSIOns exThcee -
rds ~ ubmissions are printed at the discretion of the newspaper staff. . e 
ws':atr reser:es the right to edit fo~ length, accll!llcy. clarity, and ~Delo~ matenal. 
d submissions must be subnutted electromcally.Bryant Umverstty commu-l..!::. ail submissions to: archway@brya]lt.edu. Letters and articles can m~l)<;;l" can em. hw. disk. The can be left in The Archway drop box on the 
. be given to The J'ln ~ o~r disks cJ be mailed through caJJ?-pus mail ~o b~x 7. 
third floodeadlinr of.the Pn;:n:iOns is by 5 p.m. on the Mo.n(Jay pnor to yuoblicati9n (for a 
The e .Lor Th A hw office) Late subDllSSlons will be ac~ 
complete pro~~tiOl! schOOf Thule'AcODrcl!C:W sWr~d :'Iethan°1ik.ely will be held until the 
cepted at the Wl)cretion 0 e -., 
issue. unity are welcome to take one copy of each edition of 
Members of the BfYll!lt corom inteieste4 in purchasing multiple copies for a price of 50 
The Archway for free. If y~ ~way office. Please note that newspaper theft is a crime. e!h~ ~=e CU:~g1e ~py rule may be subject to disciplinaIy action. 
Abortion: A dark blotch on 
mankind's soul. The ultimate 
exercise of control over an-
other p.uman b€!ing, veiled as 
choice. Its supporters were eu-
genicists like Margaret Sanger. 
Its opponents were true 
woman warriors like Susan B. 
AnthonJ" who recognized it as 
Feminism: Hasn~t pro-
duced any real intellectual 
thought for half a centurr. 
. yqur source," yourparents;uIClY 
be of eafeteria Catftolie van-:-; . 
~ty)iand hurlingin~cti~~"" 
'1iomophobe" .. at.anyotteYrll1u 
disagrees one i(.)tawith.th~it~ctt .. 
agenda; nothing is~ygnd;~~:l' 
pale for these seedy s~rts: .~;: 
Diversity: Bryantl$;,tir"1.' .," 
verse where it; co"((tnts: . . 
thought. The' gi!evanc~~6~". 
gers only careaboutseemS~c,~ 
Continue1J:0;()n.page:tI:.6 
• • 
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more dark-skinned faces. It's 
too bad Bryant's Administra-
tion is complicit in this: I've 
heard people say that Bryant 
only selects them for pictures 
because they have a darker 
skin tone. Look for the obliga-
tory black person in the 
photo. In any event, keep se-
lecting the best of the best 
Bryant. I, at least, know that 
we have plenty of qualified 
BlackJ Hisparuc, Arab, and 
Asian a;P,plicants, and I don't 
need a Diversity Just Is" cal-
endar to prove it. 
Vagina Monologues: Still 
misandric crap. When your 
motto is IIPussies Unite! /' 
chances' are you are reducing 
women to their body parts: 
just like chauvinists and 
womanizers. Any "theatre" 
that seriouslJ; uses the word 
"patriarchy' is engaging in 
conspiracy theory, and has 
been injected with too much 
postmodern feminism to be 
worth 'serious intellectual con-
sideration 
"Offensiveness:" Your 
feelillgs are irrelevant if what 
you promote dama&es the na-
tion or world. A sOClety where 
moral decay is allowed in the 
name of SEaring feelings is 
dead. Truth is by nature 
heavy-handed. Only deviants 
and demons need to hide 
from the truth. The intellectu-
ally: honest can handle it. No-
booy bothers to spare my 
feelings when they get on 
their soap box to misquote or 
berate me; if you can't take it, 
donlt dish it out I play with 
the big boys; they: don't cut 
me any slack, and that is fine. 
Is your foundation shaken 
yet? Next up is the top 5 use-
less words or phrases. 
5: Metrosexual: easily the 
most ridiculous word ever 
made. Men who dress well 
are called men, not metrosex-
uals. Its origin is probably 
rooted in ilie idea that you 
have to be gay to have good 
fashion sense. For containing 
such misandry and innacu-
racy, this word needs to go 
the way of the dinosaur. 
4: Women's Center: Could 
be renamed Sexual Education 
Center, given 80% of its 
printed materials address that 
topic, or perhaps Sexual 
Counseling Services given its 
other stated mission. 
"Women's Center" isn't a real 
inclusive name if you have 
any interest in catering to the 
needs of male students. Use 
honesty in advertising. Be-
sides, slapping UWomen('sY' 
on everything sex-ed or 
"awareness" related makes 
women look like sex-crazed, 
unaware individuals by im-
plication. • 
3: Homophobe: Bad Greek 
or Latin. Only used as invec-
tive. Attempts psychological 
analysis but isn't used with 
any kind of clinical serious-
ness. Off with it. 
2: Patriarchy: Also known 
as mass-perus-conspiracy the-
ory. Anyone who uses this . 
word seriously in their mod-
em rhetoric is not a serious 
intellectual, regardless of 
what they prefer to be called. 
1: BHN. Short for the three 
words that populate most 
mainstream rap and hlp-hop 
music. These are never sen-
tence enhancers, no matter 
what race and gender use 
them. Granted, their outmod-
ing might destroy a genre of 
music, but does such. blatant 
misogyny and /I gangstaU 
apologism have a place in 
ClVil society? MaYDe, but not 
aired on the top Charts. BHN 
marks a point ill history 
where instead of mainstream-
ing out the ghetto, the ghetto 
has been mainstreamea. 
Slops: Bryant's Homepage 
Search Engine: It doesn't work 
very well; you can't even -
search for the final exam 
schedule. Bryant's E-mail: The 
most connected system with 
the most disconnections. Pan ... 
dering: IThis message 
broUght to you by Bryant Uni-
versity's diversity and/or 
character deparhnents/I You 
know who you are: I appreci-
ate your fondness for music. 
Why do }!'ou feel the need to 
pump it through the walls 
whether you are in your room 
or not, and when you take 
showers at 2AM. Arnica: 
uArnica is the best insurance 
for Bryant Alumni. Ask our 
Career Center!" 
Props: DPS and Facilities 
Mana~ement: You guys do a 
great Job on campus. Profes-
sor Camp: Had a wonderful 
time in your classes. Enjoy 
your retirement[ Professor 
Segovis: Tough but fair, I 
learned a lot tram you. Pro-
fessor Thomas: A Professor 
who emphasizes resl'ect, hav-
ing fun, and innovation. A 
very innovative idea itself! Dr. 
Baran: For a crazy old liberal 
hippie, you run a good Writ-
ten Communication class. 
Professor Fraleigh: an awe-
some advisor and good 
friend. President Machtley: 
Despite some issues, your 
record with professors and 
staff and lour contributions 
to Bryant s gt'owth are im-
measurable. The Character of 
Success: In a day and age 
where character is an out-
moded relic in media, educa-
tion .. and socie~ I applaud 
Bryant for keeping ethics in 
vogue. Bryant is, thankfully, 
one of the institutions that 
doesn't just ray lip service to 
business ethics. 
Mirii-Charge: The most 
important advice I can give 
Bryant students: Speak Out, 
Fight, Make your voice heard. 
Do what is unpopular if what 
is popular goes against your 
beliefs. Never be afraid of the 
establishment on campus or 
anywhere else; it was unpop-
ular men with better ideas 
who created the modem 
world. Jesus stood up to the 
. Pharisees and scribes and ve-
hemently attacked their 
hypocrisYi he was crucified 
for our SIns and theirs. Martin 
Luther stood against the in-
dulgences of a corrupt 
Catholic Church, and though 
Lutherans have not entered 
back into the fold, the 
Catholic Church has returned 
to its proJ>e! teachings. The 
founders of America risked 
getting ~ and shot for 
treason; they started the 
greatest nation the world has 
ever known. Countless mar-
tyrs fouf?ht a~t slavery, 
~ation, and Jim Crowe 
laws In the Democratic South 
in order to uphold the 
founder"s pnnciples of equal-
ity for all men. 
It is the unpoRUlar but vir-
tuous who have Chansted soci .. 
ety, it is the strong-wffied and ' 
the principled that have 
brought society into greatness 
against cowards and ap-
peasers. Going with the Bow 
because the flow is ap~ 
mente Those who do nothing 
for fear of damage to their 
reputation because the ~wer-­
ful supposedly hold all the 
cards are cowards. When you 
fight for what is riqht,you are 
a rock .. you are inVIncible, you 
are untouchable. Stand firin. 
Stand stro~. Never give up. 
That is the nght way. That IS 
the virtuous way. That is the 
American way. 
This is Brian Kennedy, 
signing off. 
Cont'd from page 15 
liberal arts and sciences but 
the actions Bryant takes are 
not necessaril~f in accordanre 
with this philosophy'- This is 
one of the most ObVlOU5 0r~ 
portunities that the schoo 
could take to follow through 
on becoming more of ~n insti-
tution having to do With tht;~ 
sciences. I am not sure if 
there could be a more obvious 
outlet for the school to ex-
pand in this direction. A sci-
ence major may be a way to 
expand the science program; 
not much logic is needed to 
reach that conclusion. 
Either tht\ school 
stop claiming i~ is 
in l:)e .• "comlng.m.:()te 
tht* arts and s...,ence8 
nt.>t"ds to takt- actiol\ 
up what it is currently 
It i~ hv}'OCriticalof the 
atimirnstration to 
thev W~lnt to furthe 
buf tht'11 as 5(1011 as 
tunitv comes 
ddmfnistration/s 
slammed shut in the 
those who came up 
idea of this program. 
Welfare is for losers 
By Christine Pennell 
Contributing Writer 
Government-run wel- the government is 
fare programs in the those that do earn an 
United States need to be come to subsidize th 
stopped. Welfare pro~ fare recipients. This.iS 
grams are promotIng poor great examRle of how 
economic activity, punish- fed is punishing 
ing productivity and creat- Hon and SDonSolrtn,£ 
ing a dependency culture economic activity. 
among recipients. Most im- Let us look at thee 
portantly, government pro- lem of a dependency 
vided welFare causes ture. The iaea behind 
society to experience a dependency culture is 
deadweight loss of effi- once an individual 
dency that can only be re- welfare benefits, they 
covered through custom their lifestyle 
privatization. 1 am not assistance and expect 
against helping the poor government to maintain. 
achieve a reasonable stan- P,' ayments. According to. 
dard of living; I just do not Robert Rector of the Her-
think it should be done ita~ Foundationt 40.8% 
through taxes and Uncle food stamp spending is 
Sam. 1 believe Bill 0"R&111y individuals that have 
said it best: liThe Feds on the program for ten Of' 
owes us security, pl'otec.. more years and about 7(J% 
non and justice. That!&it./{ over five years. Otlly 3.4%~~ 
The six major welfare of payments are totl\'t'>se c.,;c; 
proglaInS for the PQor are receivmg food4l~~mp8 f._ .. O~. i' 
Temporary Assistan<::e to less than one ye&:r. The 
Needy Families (TANF), purpose of welf~et&~}t0 
Earned Income tax Credit temporarily tl'Sfi&t.m 
(EITe)" Supplementary Se.. vidual in creating 
curity Income (S51), Medi.. living condition .. 
caid, Food Stamps and permanently ....... P\'",.. ... "'l'I 
Housing. The estimated Income fun~ed by 
payment to individuals in ers. 
2006 by the federal govem- From the pOint 
ment under these-}?ro.. of the taxpayer, 
grams was about $351.4 a seizure of private 
Dillion. With billions or erty. Income earnel~S 
dollars being spent each not have the option 
year on the poor, the ing taxes that will 
Eoverty gap was only re- ally be distribu 
anced by 5L1.1 % in 2002, government to 
compared to 62.4% in 1979. cipients. If you 
We are spendins more ca~h earned by a 
money and gettIng a pnvate rroperty, 
! smaller return. As a COID- ammen istaking 
Education vouchers and why 
they don't work . 
\ parison, the government without the individu i only expects to spend $36.9 consent. Last time I 
I billIon In assistance to stu- checked, private pr 
I dents through the Depart- cannot be taken oy I ment of Education in 2006. without due cause. 
I If the resources put into are rational thinkers I welfare payments were should be allowed to 
By Lauren st. Germain 
Contributing Writer 
Should students have the 
opportunity to choose what 
smool they want to attend? 
I beliEWe that students and 
their parents should be able to 
choose what school they want 
to attend. Howev~r, there are 
many challenges to imple-
menting a program that will 
actually work which is not 
necessarily government 
driven. 
Proponents of school 
choice want to implement a 
Voucher program that will 
allow students to attend the 
school of their choice, private 
or public. Under this pro-
gram the government gives 
parents and students a 
voucb:er (money) to attend the 
school of their moice. How-
ever, most vouchers now 
handed out do not cover the 
full amount of these private 
institutions. The average tu-
ition cost of a private institu-
tion is $10,000 and the aver-
age voucher given out is 
$3,000. So even though they 
are being given a voucher to 
attend ilie school of their 
choice they still may not be 
able to afford this sChool. 
Another question is who 
should receive the vouchers? 
Should every income cla~s be 
eligible to receive a voucher? I 
do not believe that upper in-
come classes should be eligi-
ble to receive these vouchers~ 
They ar~some of our highest 
paid individuals in this coun-
try and can afford to send 
tfieir children to any school 
they want without the help of 
a voucher program. While I 
do believe that the middle 
and lower class citizens 
should be allowed the oppor-
tunity to send their children 
to a school of their choice, I do 
not support the voucher pro-
gram as the best way of ac-
complishing this goal. 
. One of the major objectives 
of school choice is to improve 
educational achievement. 
Voucher advocates believe 
that by allowing students to 
attend the school of their 
choice, the overall academic 
achievement of these schools 
will increase. However, 
where voucher programs are 
already in place, the evidence 
is mixed at best regarding 
signs of educational improve-
ment. For example in Mil-
waukee it was concluded that 
there were no significant 
achievement gains for 
voucher students compared 
to those students attending 
Eublic schools. Why spend 
the taxpayer's money on pri-
vate institutions when we 
could be using our tax money 
to fix up the public schools in 
o~ neighborhood and pro-
VIde a better educational envi-
ronment for our children. By 
supporting this voucher pr<r 
Cont'd on. page 18 
! transferred to education, charitable contributi I skilled labor and produc- -their own discretion. 
tivity in the United States only do taxes for In(~Onl'a~ 
would increase dramati- redistribution stealpri 
cally, causing a greater re" property but they also 
turn. courage these 
Instead we currently aTe contributions. 
in a situation where weI- the tax payer is a r 
fare actually ends up pay.. thinker, tliey are al 
ing more than if the helping the poor • .<uu .... >-' 
recipients were left to the high tax. rates, so 
I labor market to earn at then is the point Qf I least the minimum wage. donations to charity? 
, For example, according to sistance to the poor 
I the Cato Institute, in Mas- not managed by the sachusetts the wage equiv- government, then 
1 
alent of welfare Eer hour is earners will be more 
about $14.66 whIle the to make donations to' 
I minimum-wage worker not ties and many not-
I on welfare earns $7.50 an profit organizations. 
hour. This leaves me to The most imp '. 
ask the question, why son why welfare 
would anyone want to not be provided 
leave welfare and go to eral government 
work? Not only would an efficiencies that it 
individual on welfare not in the market fo-r 
have incentive to work, but products (food; 
Cont'don page 18 
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The need for earned income 
tax credit 
By Joseph Clark 
Contributing Writer 
The Earned Income Tax 
Credit is our nation's largest 
antipoverty program for 
working families. The 
Earned Income Tax Credit 
(EITe) differs greatly from 
other welfare programs be-
cause eligible particir.ants 
must work to be eligIble. 
Being the largest antipoverty 
program, people who are 
not working have an incen~ 
tive to start to work in order 
to receive benefits. 
There were over 21 mil-
lion workers who received 
in excess of $36 billion in 
2004. In 2003, over four mil-
lion people were lifted out 
of poverty with EITC as well 
as over hvo million children. 
The participation rate for 
the EITC is nearly 85% of eli-
gible with continued work 
efforts to improve that num-
ber whereas more traditional 
welfare program- such as 
Temporary Assistance to 
Needy Families (TANF) has 
a participation rate around 
50%. 
During the 1990's, the 
maximum value a family 
could receive from EITC 
nearly tripled which led to a 
reduction in the welfare rolls 
of 10%. 
Besides just helping aid 
low to moderate income, the 
EITC can hell? stimulate 
local economIes, increase the 
work effort of the labor force 
participation rate, decrease 
the child poverty rate, and 
the potential to make hous-
ing more affordable. 
The EITC is divided into 
three stages-I) phase in 2) 
plateau and 3) phase out. 
During the first stage, a ma!-
ried couple, Fred and MarCIa 
who have two children, will 
receive 40% of their income 
up to a maximum of $11,340. 
If Fred and Marcia earned 
an income of $10,000, then 
their credit would be $4,000. 
Fred and Marcia will then 
move to the plateau stage, 
where the benefit maxes out 
at $4,536 and their income 
ranges from $11/340-$14,810. 
At $14,810, Fred and Marcia 
begin the phase out stage 
wnere theoenefit is $4,536 ~ 
0.2106*(Income .. $14,810. 
Fred and Marcia win be re-
ceiving benefits until their 
income exceeds $36,348. If 
Fred and Marcia had earned 
an income of $20,000, their 
credit would be $1,093. 
If Fred was not married 
and had no children, his 
maximum would be $412 in 
the second stage, which 
ranges from $5,380 - $6,740. 
Fred's benefits would also be 
cut off when his income ex-
ceeds $12,120. 
In many cases, the EITe 
payment that constituents 
receive is the largest pay-
ment that they receive all 
year. Most of the credit they 
receive is put towards basic 
needs such as food, clothing 
and paying debt. For exam-
ple, a city such as San Anto-
nio estimates that for every 
additional dollar received in 
EITe, $1.58 in local activity 
is generated. Furthermore, 
San Antonio estimates that 
every $37:000 would result 
in a permanent job. Pro-
grams such as the Commu~ 
nity Development Block 
Grant and Home, both 
'urban' federal programs 
awarded over $3 billion to 
nearly 1,000 municipal gov-
ernments whereas those 
same cities received over $20 
billion from EITe. A study 
done in 2003 in Cuyahoga 
County, Ohio showed tIle 
BITe dollars received 
equaled that of all salaries 
and wages paid in the local 
hotel ina ustry. 
Much research has also 
shown that EITC has helped 
increase the labor force par-
ticipation. 
In the ~ase-in range; an 
increase of credit for an eli-
gible worker who has no de-
pendent children, can 
Induce people, especially 
young men, to join the labor 
force. The number of African 
American dropouts over the 
past twenty years has been 
on a steady decline, from 
over 60% to less than 50%. 
This decline can be mostly 
attributable to EITC. 
Any type of incentives 
that young, and childless 
worKers can have is a start 
to get them part of the labor 
force. Not only will work be 
beneficial to the individual 
but via multiplier it ~ll also 
positively impact regtonal 
economies and society as a 
whole. 
Due to the fact that m~y 
people receiving EITe are 
usin& their credit towards 
housmg costs, an increase in 
EITC and a decrease in sec-
tion 8 vouchers would help 
alleviate severe housing bur-
dens. The severe hOUSing 
burden that Fred's family 
would face is the increasing 
housing costs. There are 
many more families that are 
receiving EITC and have 
housing burdens that can be 
eliminated if they were to 
receive more to put towards 
hOUSing. 
The other thing that can 
be done to help minimize 
the housing burden is the 
timing of EITC payments. 
The system is set up that a 
person will receive one 
lump sum. If this was 
changed to have smaller 
payments throughout the 
year it would allow people 
to make monthly payments 
necessary to pay for increas-
ing housing costs. 
There have been a num-
ber of proposals including 
William Coyne's and the Me-
dian Housing Costs. Both of 
the proposals have ulti-
mately Increased the maxi-
mum amount a beneficiary 
can receive. Each is esti-
mated to eliminate severe 
housing costs for 150,000 
and nearly 450,000 families 
respectively. By nature the 
Median Housing Costs are 
more expensive but also 
have greater benefits. 
It is not a surprise that 
the EITC continues to be 
supported by both the Re-
publican and Democratic 
parties when so many posi-
tives are being created since 
its inceEtion in the 1970"s. It 
is a costly program but the 
benefits that are received at 
both the national and local 
level are outstanding. 
The EITC has contributed 
to 1) removing families from 
poverty, 2) increase the num .. 
ber of Jobs, and 3) increase 
the stability of local 
economies. There also con-
tinues to be a high particil'a~ 
tion rate. The administration 
is continuing to educate 
more and do what is neces-
sary to increase the partici-
pation rate. The EITe 
continues to be a huge suc-
cess and it would be difficult 
to argue otherwise. 
Do you have an opinion? 
If so, submit a Letter to 
" 
the Editor or join The 
Archway's Opinion staf~. 
Email" 
archway~ryant.edu 
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Letter to the Editor 
Dear Editor, 
May 1 was the anniver-
sa.ry of George Bush's infa-
mous "mission 
accomplished" speech from 
the deck of the USS Abra-
ham Lincoln, and yet the 
United States has been en-
gaged in this conflict for 
four years already. It's very 
easy to be complacent and 
forget about the war in 
Iraq. Students at Bryant do 
; not seem especially inter-
ested in this war, despite 
the fact that over 3,30'0 sol-
diers have died and an esti-
mated 650,000 Iraqi 
civilians have lost their 
lives (according to a Johns 
Hopkins study published in 
the journal The Lancet). 
Why is this the case? 
Jacque Amoureux from 
Militarv Families Against 
the War" who sroke at 
Bryant on Apri 10 by invi-
tation from Bryant Faculty 
and Staff Against the War 
in IraCIt offered a simple ex-
planatIon that comes from 
the philosopher Immanuel 
Kant. Quotmg Kant, 
Amoureux claimed that 
lIuniversal conscription is' 
necessary for ... peace be-
cause without an even dis-
tribution of the costs of 
war, the populace is un-
likely to restrain their polit-
ical leaders in warmaklng 
or agitate for peace./I 
UWithout universal con-
scription of a draft," she 
continued, lithe burden 
falls on military families to 
illustrate the cost of warl to 
communicate how pro-
foundly ttl war affects£ami ... 
lies ana individuals.N She 
would know; because her 
brother Brice, who enlisted 
in the Marine Reserves, was 
deployed to Iraq as a ~n­
ner to protect convoys m 
2005. The stories that she 
told about her brother's ex-
periences added some real 
world context to the facts 
we hear on the daily news. 
It was evident to her, cased 
upon what her brother told 
her and her own knowl-
edge of the region, that the 
American mil1tary is ill-
equipped to confront an 
enemy that it cannot iden-
tify or understand. Her 
brother recounted how an 
Iraqi man in a car did not 
heed the warning shots 
from their convoy, and so 
they fired on the car with a 
.50 caliber machine gun. 
The man, who suffered 
minor burns but amazingly 
survived the attack, was 
found to he innocent., With-
out a translator, the sol-
diers couldnft understand 
what was going on. Events 
such as these-and far 
worse - must happen as a . 
matter of course when not 
enough military officers 
speak. Arabic or understand 
the politics and culture of 
the region. 
Amoureux, who is cur-
rentlya graduate studentat 
the Watson Institute for In-
ternational Relations at 
Brown, has no illusions 
about the war in Iraq. There 
were no weapons of mass 
destruction, nor was there 
any connection between al 
Qaeda and Sad dam Hus-
sein. Anyone who still has 
doubts about this need only 
read former CIA Director 
George Tenet"'s book At the 
Center of the Storm: My Years 
at the CIA or Fiasco: The 
American Military Adventure 
in Iraq by Thomas Ricks. 
Amoureux betreves that the 
bin before President Bush 
(which he will veto) does 
not, in fa ct, go far enough. 
Her position is that Ameri-
can forces should leave im-
mediately before more lives 
are lost. 
Amoure:u.x was a powet-
luI and compelling s eaket; 
and I' am 01:\1' s 
:o;:;rt'J;.l!tory. I,f~el tn!t 
an a~ademlc institufion 
should welcome debate 
about an issue as critical as 
this one, and more needs to 
be done on the part of both 
students and faculty to ad-
dress the war in Iraq. Apa,. 
thy is ilTesponsible, and 
others are paying fOT thfs 
war with theIr lives. 
Martha Kuhlman, 
Assistant Professo~ English 
and Cultural Studies 
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Pennell: Welfare 
Cont'd from page 16 
health care, etc). Left to 
the free market, these 
goods would be produced 
at the optimal quantity at 
an equiIibrium price. This 
is found when the supply 
of the products equals Hie 
demand. However, wel-
fare programs allow poor 
individuals to consume 
more goods at a reduced 
(or non-existent) cost, 
causing the quantity de-
manded for the goods to 
increase. For exam pIe, if 
health care is free, then a 
Medicaid recipient will 
visit the doctor for mun-
dane reasons like the com-
mon cold. If the 
individual funded their 
own health care, then they 
would only visit for more 
serious illnesses because of 
the cost attached to the 
unit of care. 
Here is the deadweight 
loss: taxpayers are subsi-
dizing tIie price associated 
with the increase in quan-
tity demanded by the wel-
fare recipients. The 
taxpayer is now paying an 
effectIve price higher than 
the ben~fits taxpayers are 
receiving because of the 
cost of welfare. For each 
good that is consumed by 
the welfare recipient be-
yond the equiliorium 
quantity, tile marginal cost 
to society increases above 
the marginal benefit. The 
resources attached to pro-
ducing the additional 
quantity of goods de-
manded under welfare 
could be more productive 
if placed in theIr next best 
use. As stated earlier, a 
great place to transfer 
these resources is to educa-
tion. 
The bottom line is that 
welfare programs funded 
by the government arere-
clueing poverty at a slower 
rate than previous years 
when spending was less, 
Educational vouchers 
Cont'd from page 16 
gram we are taking out tax 
aollars and puttinp them to-
wards the private InStitutiOns. 
The institutions are able to 
use this money for school 
purposes or fO~JAlhatever they 
see fit. I would rather spend 
my tax dollars on fixing up 
our schools, buying new 
books and hiring new teach .. 
ers to teach our Children. 
Does the voucher program 
really give parents the clioice 
to send theIr children to any 
school they want? I honestly 
don't believe it does. Private 
institutions have the riglit to 
choose which sludents they 
accept into their schooM. 
Even if a child is given a 
voucher to attena the school 
of his or her choice, there is 
no guarantee they will be ac-
cepted. Say your child is 
from the inner city and is not 
performing well in school and 
has a low GPA, and this child 
received a voucher to attend 
one of the best private institu-
tions in his or her state. The 
private institution has the 
right to not acceEt this stu-
dent into their sChool because 
of the low GPA and how the 
student behaves while in 
school. 
What will happen to public 
schools if this voucher pro-
gram does get implemented? 
If the vouclier program is put 
into place and students de-
cide to leave the public 
schools to attend private insti-
tutions, our public schools 
will continue to decline in 
performance and attendance 
and eventually will just shut 
down because they are not re-
ceiving the money they need 
to survive and they are losing 
students left and nght to the 
voucher program. 
I know I said earlier that the 
government is using our tax 
money to support this 
vouclier progr.am, but what 
other programs are going to 
be affected by this program if 
we use the taxpayers' money 
to fund this pr<>gram. 
The l'ublic could possibly see 
cuts m tr~rtation costs, 
security; classroom improve-
mentsl and repairs to the 
schools, supplies and even 
staff. These programs are al-
ready putting a financial bur-
den on our sChool systems 
and by taking away: even 
more money from these pro-
grams we will be causing 
more harm than good for the 
public school sector. In order 
for our public schools to 
thrive and continue to operate 
they need all these other pro-
grams to be at their best and 
to continue operating. By 
using our tax dollars on the 
voucher program we will see 
the transEortation system, 
books ana even staff continue 
to fall and cause even more 
problems for our public 
schools. 
In the long run how will 
the voucher pro8I:am affect 
the demand lor education? 
Private institutions will be-
come more popular, causing 
the public sector to slowly 
disappear over the years. 
Also, by having more stu-
dents attending private insti-
tutions the demand at these 
schools will increase, causing 
the tuition price to increase. 
• • 
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Protect yourself ... 
from the sun! 
they are not increasing . 
production, and are a mlS-
al1oc~tion of resources. In 
order to solve these prob-
lems, the market for wel-
fare should be privatized. 
This would mean welfare 
is to be funded through . 
charities and not-for-profIt 
organizations. It will 
allow the market to maxi-
mize the total benefits re-
ceived from welfare 
programs because re" 
sources would be allocated 
to their best use. As a little 
food for thought, I leave 
you with a quote by 
Michael Tanner of .the Cato 
Institute: /JOne definition 
of insanity is doing the 
same thing over and over 
and expecting different re-
sults. Perhaps that's some-
thing to keep in mind the 
neAt time we hear a call for 
more welfare spending. Ii 
ByJen DiPrete 
Staff Columnist 
As we wind down another 
academic year, thoughts of 
barbecues, lazy days by the 
pool and at the beach come 
to mind. Spring and summer 
are times of the year when 
we have our II fun in the sun." 
For many of you that begins 
the weeK we get back from 
- Winter break. Manv studentsJ 
in anticipation of Spring 
Break, hIt the tanrung salons 
and range in color shades 
from a deep brown, to off 
shades of orange all in the 
hopes of achieving a uhealthy 
glow." As summer ap-
proaches, all day romps out-
aOO!S and exposure to hours 
of the ~'s rays may ca,use 
one's skin to reach the npe 
color 
as the head and neck. Basal 
cell carcinoma grows slowly 
at the lowest layer of the 
skin. After treatment~ basal 
cell carcinoma can ret.--ur 
(come back) in the same 
place on the skin. Often ~ 
pIe who have one bas.al Cell 
cancer develop a new skin 
cancer within the next five 
years. 
Squamous cen carcinoma 
usually appears on parts of 
the boay such as the face" ear, 
neck, lips, and back of the 
hands and grows on ~e . ~ 
upper lavers of the skin. It ae .. 
counts for 2 out of 10 skin ~:_; 
cancers. It can also begin .,T:[~ 
with scars or skin ulcers el~~~~ 
where on the body. Squa- ':~~ 
mous cell carcinomas are,?"~: 
slightly more likely ~o sprea& ...• ~.:.~.~ 
to TvmEh nodes or dlstant- .~~.~ •• 
parts of the body than are~{ 
basal cell carcinomas. ····~j;t 
Melanoma is a cancer that;~~~ 
t:eft~~~ ~~'%=- ~~i !~1~: ~~~ ~~~::the ~: 
tan or brown color to skin ... 
and helps prot~ct the dee~.~fi 
layers of tlie skin from the~;,~ 
harmful effects of the sun). . . ~l(ij 
Melanoma tumors are often ~~1~t 
brown or 'f.~~ 
Is the government going t9 be 
willing to give out more 
money to attend a private in-
stitution if the cost of that in-
stitution continues to rise over 
the years? If the cost of edu-
cation increases, and the ~v­
emment does implement this 
voucher progr~ how will 
this affect the taxes that ~ 
pIe are paying, will they also 
be forcidto pay more in taxes 
due to the growing demand 
for students to attend private 
institutions? 
When it comes to the 
voucher program, I believe, 
that there are too many what-
ifs. We donlt know exactly 
what will h~ppen if we ap-
prove this program and we 
aon't know the actual results. 
How much will this program 
end up costing in the long run 
and Will this program actUally 
increase educational achieve-
ment? The final~estion is do 
the pros outwei the cons in 
the argument 0 whether or 
not to implement this 
voucher program? 
of 
red-
OUCH! 
In fact, 
any 
dark-
ening 
of the 
skin 
due to 
sun ex-
posure 
We live in a vain society 
where appearances mean 
everything to many indi-
viduals. JJ,~t a~ the say-, . 
ing goes, ~LBeauty tso'nly 
black, but •.... ~~ 
not al.. .. 
ways. 
Melanoma'· 
1l'lost"often" 
ap~ 
Qllctbe 
. ~of 
'tanL~? 
skinned 
!~and 
I honestly believe that we 
don't have enough informa-
tion on this pro~am and how 
it will actually affect us in the 
long nm. I say that while it is 
a good idea to allow our chil-
dren to attend the school of 
their choice we need to look 
into other options of allowing 
this to happen. We have to 
put a lot of time ~d energy 
mto finding the right method 
to allow our children to ob-
tain the education that they 
want. 
mea:ns 
dam ... 
s~in deep.N 
Clge~as already been done. 
While ten minutes of unpro-
tected ~xposure to the sunls 
rays shows benefits of im-
proved mood and increases 
m vitamin D, skin left unpro-
tected falls victim to harmful 
UVB and UVArays. It's not 
just natural sun exposure 
that can be d~gerous, artifi .. 
cial rays are just as harmful. 
Indoor tanning salons have 
made a prettv penny off of Utanorexics~;1 
So first off, what is cancer? 
A flat tax: fairness and efficiency. 
Cancer occurs when cells in a 
part of the body begin to 
grow out of contror (Ameri~ 
can Cancer SOciety, 2007). 
Sometimes cancer cells break 
away from a tumor and 
spread to other parts of the 
body through blood or 
lymph system. When this 
liappens, it is called metasta .. 
sis. The skin is the largest 
organ in the body. It covers 
and. protects the organs in-
side the body. The skin sends 
messages to the brain about By William Fleury 
Contributing Writer : 
For those of you who don't 
have to worry about it yet, 
right now in our country we 
have what is called a progres-
sive income tax system. This 
means that an individual's or 
family!s tax liability as a frac-
tion of income rises with their 
income. The aim is to redis-
tribute the wealth in America by shifting more of the tax 
burden to the wealthy~ The 
question for those in the 
upper tax brackets is when is 
enough, enough? Many argue 
that tlie rich don't pay enough 
in taxes, but, right now those 
that are in the top three tax 
brackets account for approxi-
mately 50% of the income in 
America. Their tax liabilities, 
however, account for abou.t 
80% of the tax revenues. This 
statistic illustrates that Amer-
ica is currently penalizing 
success and those that con-
tribute the most to our 'Coun-
try's growth and production. 
There is a solution to this 
problem, though, and that is 
by instituting a flat tax in 
America: A flat tax is where 
the average tax rate is con-
stant and does not rise with 
how much income one 
makes. The tax would apply 
.to an income and would not 
discriininate a~ainst those 
who succeed finandally. 
Opponents of the system 
have many arguments, one 
being that the rich would not 
pay enough in taxes and the 
lower income would shoulder 
the burden. That argument is 
false, however, because a per-
son with a hundred times the 
income would still pay one 
hundred times the taxes. 
They also argue that gener-
~~ speaking this plan is not 
frur. I argue the opposite. Is 
what we are doing now fair? 
The top 20% of earners in the 
counby accounts for 65.7% of 
the tax liabilities in the coun-
try. The bottom 20% of earn-
ers on the other hand 
accounts for 1% of the tax lia-
bilities. This example proves 
that fairness should not be 
used as an argument against 
Cont'd on page 19 
heat, cold, touch, and pain. 
Skin cancers are divided into 
two major groups: non .. 
melanoma and melanoma. 
Nonmelanoma skin cancers 
(usually basal cell and squa .. 
mous cell cancers) are the 
most common cancers of the 
skin. They are called non-
melanoma because this 
group of cancers includes all 
skin cancers except one, ma-
lignant melanoma. Cancer of 
ilie skin is the most common 
of all cancers. It accounts for 
about half of all cancers. Men 
get these cancers about twice 
as often as women. 
Basal cell carcinoma ac-
counts for 3 out of 4 skin can-
cers. They usually begin on 
areas exposed to the sun such 
ttl!ly 4, 2001 • • 0p1IllOn 
A flat tax: fairness and efficiency. [ Top ten things 
Cont'd from page 15 ~plementedm the early, 
200tYs and have been SaId to 
be the reason for Eastern Eu-
rope's recent dramatic 
ment officials to focus on um"t I I want to···. do 
versal returns. These addi- " ',7 
·tiona! taxreveau:es~~ come '. , 
~.~. ~.~ :.'t1;.,.'~.).~.~.~ ..• ' ::~. -... , .. ; .,r.l,.,. t .. ~hi.· ... ·.,.·.;., .... ,.,.~,.S.· .. ... sununer-tt , 
page 19" 
the flat taxI because what the 
syst~m is doing now sev~rely 
Eumshes the top' earners in 
the country while allowing 
the bottom earners to reap the 
benefits. 
A flat tax would still have 
the top earners in the country 
paying the majority of the 
taxes, but they would be dis-
tributed more evenly. Others 
also argue that this would not 
generate as much tax rev-
enues as we are receiving 
now. This argument is pure 
speculation, but, we do have 
some evidence to combat it. 
Recently many countries in 
Eastern Europe have adopted 
a flat tax. Examples of these 
countries include Russia, Es-
tonia, Ukraine, Slovakia, and 
many more. Russia, with a 
flat tax rate of 13% has seen 
increases in tax revenues as 
much as 28%. Most of the 
other countries have seen in-
creases in tax revenues as 
well. For most of the coun-
tries, these tax systems were 
growth. Based on this evi-
dence it can lead us to believe 
that America also would ben-
efit greatly from a flat t~. 
These benefits would include/-' 
but would not be limited to, 
greater tax compliance, higher 
tax revenues, increased sav-
ings freD?- the topeame~, and 
sparked lnvestmentill:\d GDP 
S~tes IS facm& ad~ot an~ ...... r '"~~~"'i-~:"'.. ,. 
~gslook.gnm Wltbill retU"... I ..:·,/·;t:~;i .'. • - B· Brl' F d 
ing Eaby ~mer g:eneranort . t 10. " ,--~1;dOrt~! . _. _.' r .. an o~ . 
on the nonzon: nus means r ,- '~_ ,:.~ar'~:~as. were verylowfor:i:..~i~fol1:fJ1;ln.~t 
that without increased tax i Mr~Bci~Porct How¢ver, with'twojof>S tbis;~~ 
r~vent;1es our 4~dt Will. only I thQugh T.1ia:ay~apl~to at least £eedmyse1f~_.:: 
nse WIth ~e SOdcN-Securi~ ! . . . . .::"~': _ ". . .... 
and Medi:caid ~illties I 9. Attend tbreeR€Jii.60x Games 
growth. . , 
The advanta~eofhi(¥ler 
tax compliance 18 very,Impor-
tant considering the situation 
we face in the country 
presently. America, .q.ght now, 
has what's ca1Ieda tax gap. 
The tax gap is the diffeieiice 
between what taxpayers 
should pay and what they ac-
tually <fa pay. The most recent 
tax gap was estimated any-
where between 250 and 300 
billion dollars. A flat tax 
would raise compliance by 
eliminating a complex tax 
code and allowing enforce-
=~~I!I}t~~tt I ~~':~;!.~:f;£~':rt"'!tp'.e~rtltS:X- .. _ 
Important reason why the I times a summer, and thiS 18 a goal ill whfch I finCll1ywant to ',';"L 
system,needs to be ~ged.- I succeed. I }lave made two games countless tim~; nowevrerl that 
Many have numerous ar- I third game has always seemed to escape me. 
guments for a flat tax pro- ~ 
posal, but., one should first ! 8.·Watch the Yankeea~Lose. 
~ _~ze the problems that we I .~ ,..Noneed for an explanation. Sorry guys, you're just not 
have with the current ~steml I good anymore. . 
and the ones that we will face ! 
in the future with it. A flat fax j 7. Beach WhifflebaH . 
would provide efficiency I -Beach whiffle ball is one of the timeless sports in the Ford 
throu~ the many advantages ! family; Even my mom plays, and that's when you knoWifJ. s a 
explamed earlier, as well as I big deal. Let's just say the athletic genes came from my dad1g 
introduce fairness to the sys... I side ... but mom puts in a good efforlsoit's all good. . 
~ which our country has. I 
not seen for quite some time. I 6. Random fifteen hour journey . 
1 -Myself and a frienq from nom~ have developerl: ~ tradition 
Observations 
i where one day we set out early, WIthout a p~ ~d ~ d? a 
I bunch of stuff. For example, one day we went.fishing, to SlX 
t flags1 swam in four pools, and then went to see two movies. To 
I say the least making money is key for these kinds ofdays..~. 
1 However, they are totally worth it. 
, 
. • .' . . . ....... . . ... ". 1 5. Learn to Play the Guitar .. ' '. . 
Compiled by lAuren Cimmo, Peter Connors, Ryan P. Dale}p andBnan S.l<tnnedy t -Plaill ~ Simple. I lw-ve no experi~ce~Jdon't eYe{l.-lm0w 
O I BI T b i how: ~otttne it. Thfsneeds to change} s~ as my ca~)las not 11: yon u e U t; . ~ ) Oeenopel!ed for at least a year, ana l'don't even mow what-my 
ThIS semester the Internet has been on the frItz, whether 'you II' guitar.J.ooUlikeanymore. _ ... ~. 
used wireless or the Blue Tube. Perhaps we need a server up- "~. ..i > • . • " . 
grade. 4. Go toNantucket 
- I have never beenthexe before and everyone raves abolltit. 
20 days until. we .. peace o.ut~.. . ' .' ~=~~e=~~~~%~~%:o~t.j:d.trek 
... and the UnIversIty decIde·s. to paInt the speed bumps all " .... t 
a.round camEus. Couldnlt~heytt.ave waited" until this place el1,tl'~1 3.51 
tIes out and lyS less of a ~lsruptioQtJC! trafftc? Jl:lst ()ur$u~g;e$~i~~,J ".' 
for the ne~t t\me th~Y .4eCld~,JQct~Jhis. . ~ '·".."'1,'lw . 
ConstructIon frustratIon ..-0.' ' a~y. 
S:upposedly' it-'s 24 hou~ quiet hours on campus, tho.ugh,weqe::.. 200 •· ... ,~vin!J·; . 
cide t9 begIn constructIon on the bask~tbalr court rlgltti~.~t.sl~e./ -N(~~£.JtI~Old:.¢n9U~andhaveftnalt ,~~well;, 
the windos of hundreds of students RIGHT AT THE--SB~:fNNING Y0ugebtMP9J:nt;ItlMnk~tfS;ab?~ttim~·~tP1 -;y~~:.tJi 
OF INALS.Jl .. ltange.ii· ... . ·•· •• p~Plewh ...•.. 6~~.O ...• , ..•.this ............•.. ·..... .sa ... y .... ltl.,.tlB ..... a, ..••... oncem .. , a ....•..........• ~ .....•••... ; .~ceJ . a:t\d ~ £et:1 that ItiS.s,Ptnething 1]1lU&t FiO for .. :t:obe ab.... .~}, 
Fill up your tank on May 15 feelthewmdmmy .... l1afr ..... wen;al\ywaylt'Sgomgt()be~ 
You may have received a Facebook grou-K, or event invite; My· some. .' .' 
~pace postl or chain e-mail telling youd t at aWnaltli?nWid~ .. IIGasd···· 1. Run.a Triat1:dQ~.0' . < ,', . ... . .. oue' on May 15 will force gas prIces own. e It won t, rea ... Asone~of1lltos"e'sl\ortm\ortskids9nthetraok:te~r:unIDn8 
the interview with Professor Bates on page 2. atrlt\t1U0nsee.o?Jo~'thenext ste}?iriJ);t ~~~£en~ d~~~~:r~.wait to SWUX},>~~ati9!lce. 
Wait ~'min1ire, whY;~ld()tQ.gthis?~d ..........•............. ~~.on~·£ #Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot ... " 
With all the trees being felled to make way for Hall 17,. the new 
basketball court, and God knows what otfier buil$lingsgoil1g.ul?~ 
we're looking forwarq t? the first concerned student to Cham h .. nIl 
or herself to l:he remaInIng arbors. " 
Can we get some time to breath! .. 2 ". ..'n¥,>::~C"~' 
It's perfect: take a legals FINAL In the ~fterno;ontfInlSh1J. F ·'~~;m:i 
day .night CLASS, and have an accountl.ng FINALth,e~~.:v·., ". ~Et"t· 
morning. Don't get us wrong, we do enJoy the shoxtes. t P.~~t'l .. b ..• le 
semester thougfi an _extra day or two in oetween the enchng~f .. 
classes a~d the beginning of finals would be superb. (And fu~;; 
weekend doesn't count!) 
O.A.R. waS fantastic . I' .£... ""',; We'd like to eOp;lpliment O~A.R. for theIr exee lent pel' .or;na1)c'e 
during Spring Weekend, 2007. They proved that you don t need 
to be a hlp-hop artist to "rock the house:" '. 
Where's Waldo? . d A·····- . "t" t·ll As of May 4, 2007, the Director 9f St\l . ent ctIvltIes;;posl.l0n B: 1 . 
has not been posted. Arewe.~rYlngto. 1.os~ out on all the best call-
didates or are .. w.e . try ... h~tgto pln,ch~e.nn .. l-~S and notsp e.1?-d the 
money on hiring one oftJ:e ,,:ort~YJnb-:se,ekers out 1:h~re who 
have experience at other In~tltutlo.JJS·of hlgherce4ucat~on andean 
bring tliat as an asset to tneJleJl;eflt of B·ryant UnIversIty. 
Wetll miss you guys. W.::really will.· Evenyou,K~q.lledl· 
With this being our last l~S\;le of the year we £0t1f1~ lton y appro-
priate to tip. o. ur ... h .... ~ts toshawn.B. e ....•...... n .•.. ha ... m, A. ~V;ertismf;/.B. u.sl.n .. e$s Manaet Emily Welles,' Copy Ed~~or/.and BrlanS. Kt;nn~:dy, As·-sist.an~. OP. i .. ni.:o ..n.· ... Editor. We £on~atulate th. em o~ theIr g~~aua­
tion, and.givElthem a "Thanks fot all of y<?ur hard WOIK. Good 
luck in the-real world guys, we know you 11 do we~l. 
h:=J;~=~!;eiiC~thf:~~',':' 
Incon~¥on/I.~ol1l~.3llSt like to:saythatitl\as~.a,<· 
p ... 1 .. ·.e •. asure ...... ' ...Wn ..•.. : tingf .•. O.~ •.l'.~,.,aE1 ...  '., .. _ .... '.~b.'£ y?U this year. I hOpe ... '. ilia. ..t. y ... o ....... ,.u._, •... h. '  a._~:.~ ......... ' ..•. ~~yed Ply col~~.espeCla1ly my top ten ll:s:ts,as I~O~ they; 
-'.ebecome a hit Wllli some of you. I plan on tetu@il\g.mthe 
ythls top .ten.· ... '. }:i~, . instead teIlittg you ~a,ctly how I a,~ 
l'tedthem anclwhathappened: Have 'a goOd sununer 
an Usee you in the fall! . 
Wor,ds .of .Wellness· 
arid.LOVESwatm wea.ther 
and sunshine', tbave had)fo 
step up my oWitroutine'of 
skin pFotection, As arE~sUl:;\'"ti)t 
over exposure:to the 
·.d·""~~",,.IC.~· 
. Cont'd from page 1'5 
before age 35 increases 
melanoma rist< by 7'5% (Inter-
national J oumal of Cancer, 
2007)~ Prol<?nged ~os~eto 
UVAand UVB rays Farry- . 
risks beyond the potential . 
development o£skin cancer. 
Over~osure to UVB rays 
results m what we kirow as 
sunburn. UVA rays'·areth~~"~ 
d~pest p~netratil\g ultr~vio- . ""Al,i;thQ1\t;f~ 
let radiation. Theselonger' .' 
wav~s penetrate deepe:r into 
. the skiil and break down 
elaStin and collageIl. wit}lfu 
the skin. This can resuj.tm 
wrinkling, spotijng, '~d in 
the worst case., me.\~()ma. 
:n!=1L~;}et. 
on, the surface. As ~(>lIleon~~ . 
who is outdoors alI the fime 

